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(Eric N. Boland, ln*tru<-tor In Animal Industry,
at Farmer·' Week.)
Incubation is one of the most important consideration· for the poultry breeder.
Tbe first point to be considered is
the condition of the eggs. It is a far too
common practice to blame the incubator
or hen for poor hatches when the real
cause of the trouble is with the eggs.
The fresher the eggs, the better the
chance for ite
producing a strong,
healthy chick. Eggs should not be held
While they are
more than two weeks.
stored for incubation, they should be
room at about
in
a
well
ventilated
kept
tbe temperature of 50 to 60 degrees
It is also advisable to
Fahrenheit.
change the position of the eggs daily;
that is, simply turn them while they are
All misbeing kept for incubating.
shapen, oversized or undersized eggs or
those which show blood spots, or blood
rings, should not be set. It is less expensive in some cases to batch naturally
than artificially. However, if one plans
to hatch many eggs, it will be economical in the long run to use artificial
methods although the natural method is
If one is to use the natumore efficient.
ral method, it is best to select a heo
from one of the general purpoee breeds
of medium size, quiet, and in good
health. A comfortable nest for her in
some secluded place where she will not
No hen should be set unbe disturbed.
less she shows tbe broody character to a
marked degree; that is, a hen that has
set on a nest two or three nights and
shows all the indications of being broody.
Before the eggs are set, the heo shoanld
be thoroughly dusted with lice powder
and arrangements make so that she can
obtain feed and water without leaving
the nest for a long period.
Where artificial incubation is to be
practiced, the incubator should be
thoroughly cleaned and disinfected before the eggs are placed in it. Any standard make, well built machine that is in
good condition will give satisfactory results if tbe directions are carefully followed and tbe eggs are strongly fertilized.
It is well to have the machine running
at a constant temperature of 103 degrees
Fahrenheit before the eggs are placed in
This temperature of 103 degrees
it.
must be maintained throughout tbe incubating period. The eggs are placed
in tbe machine and not disturbed until
From tbe third day the
tbe third day.
eggs are turned twice daily until tbe
time when the chicks are beginning to
pip, which will usually be the latter part
of the 19th or tbe first of tbe 20th day.
Eggs are tested on the seventh and
fourteenth day by the use of a candle or
On tbe seventh
some lighting device.
day the infertile eggs are taken out as
well as the dead embryos. It is best to
take out those eggs which appear doubtful, as, if they are dead, the gases given
off by the decomposition of the embryo
It is
may injure the remaining eggs.
sometimes more convenient to have two
small incubators than one large one as
after tbe first test it may be possible to
all the eggs in one machine and

place

start the smaller ones over again. Under
our conditions It is necessary to apply
moisture although if a machine is set in
a medium moist room that is easily kept
at constant temperature of from 60 to 70
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added is not ureat. Moisture can be best
added either by placing water in pane
under the machine or by sprinkling the
In some
door or walls o! the room.
caseo, sprinkling the eggs from the first
day until the nineteenth with water at a
température of 100 degrees, has given
After the 15th day, the
satisfaction.
heat may rise, due to the heat that Is
produced within the egg, bat it should
not be allowed to go over 103 degrees.
It is best to turn the wick down if the
temperature is too high. The directions
for setting up the machine, placing the
thermometer and actual operation of the
machine are sent out from the factory
and should be followed to the letter as
the manufacturers have made a study of
their incubators and know how they
should be operated for the best results.

Right

Start with Strawberries.

It will soon be time to set strawberry
plants and it is well to know what kind
of soil is best adapted to them, how the
plants should be set and the care to be
given them after setting, and what varieties are the most profitable to raise.
To those who have successfully raised
strawberries for several years I have uo
advice to offer. But to those who have
bad little or no experience a few words
may not come amiss.
The first strawberries I ever raised
were of the old Wilson variety, and It
I had only
was uearly forty years ago.
a small plot—not much more than 20
feet square—in an old garden that had
been highly manured for several years.
I set the plants too close and the vines
completely covered the ground. But I
picked a large quantity of berries from
tbetn and felt that I had made a success
of it for a new beginner. Since that time
I have nearly every year raised enough
strawberries for my own use in the fami
ly, but did not begin to raise them for
I
the market until about 25 years ago.
bave found that a good mellow soil is
that
has
been
needed, and ground
planted to other crops for a year or more and
be
ehould
manured.
The
ground
highly
well plowed to a good depth and thoroughly pulverized by a barrow, and if it
is then rolled qaite firmly it will be
found advantageous. The plants will be
less likely to die after setting.
There are several ways of setting the
plants, but as good as any is to use a
plant trowel or a spade, setting the
crown of the plant just even with the
top of the ground and pressing the soil
The
very firmly around the plant.
plants should be trimmed of all superfluous leaves, and if the roots are long
it is better to shorten them about onethird of their length. I have found that
the matted row system is the best for
the average man—rows being 4 feet
apart, and that the most varieties should
be set from 12 to 15 inches apart In the
row. Some varieties like the Glea Mary,
Uncle Jim and Heritage will do better if
set 18 inches or more apart as they are
very thrifty growers. The Heritage will
do best at 24 inches apart if the land is
very rich. A cultivator should be run
through the rows soon after setting and
this should be repeated once every two
Also hoe tbem freweeks until fall.
quently to keep entirely free from weeds.
All blossoms ehould be cut off as the
plant will need all ita vitality to make a
good growth and be vigorous for the
Affruit it should bear the next year.
ter the ground has frozen the plants
should be well covered with straw, bay,
pine needles or leaves.
No one variety will do equally well in
all localities. While one variety may be
a complete success with one man, his
neighbor may find It a failure. I know
of one instance wbe~e a field of Beverly
strawberries, a variety that a few years
ago «ai very popular in this section—
bore an immense crop of the finest
berries, and another field in the ^ame
town waa a failure.—Cor. in New En-

gland Homestead.

Drainage.

(George Β. Simmons, Professor of Agronomy,
at Fumen' Week.)
A. When to drain. Land drainage Is
the removal of the aarplna water from
the toil and the surface of the aoil with
sufficient rapidity and effioienoj to fit the
land for the anooeesful production of useful cropa. This aurplua water may be
from periodic excessive rainfall, from
seepage of water from higher land, or
from apringa.
The indications of need for drainage
are the growth of planta known as water
loving planta, wet condition of land In
early aummer, absence of uaeful field
plant·, and the condition of aourceaa in
the aoil.
The effect
B. Effect of drainage.
upon the land following the application
of a thorough system ia quite apparent
in the reanlta that follow. Surplua water
is removed thus preventing evaporation
from the surface. Evaporation from the
surface counteracts the effect of the
sun's rays in warming np the soil, the
result being that the seeds in the soil
will not have sufficient heat to germinate
early in the season and that planta in the
ground will not start to grow until the
growing season is far along.
Surplus water also fills the pore space
in the soil thus cutting off the supply of
air to the roots. Drainage removes this
surplus allowing the needed air to get to
the roots and to the organisms in the
soil. The freeing of the soil from the
acid laden stagnant water Improves,
the sanitary oondition of the soil and allows the growth of plants that are affected in a detrimental way by acid soil.
C. Kinds and Relative Efficiency of
Drains. The first classification of drains
would be:
Surface and underground
drains. Surface drains are usually more
easily constructed and will take care of
a greater volume of water at the least
first cost: but while the first cost is less
the cost of maintenance is greater than
the better forms of underground drains.
Weeds usually grow along the open
ditch and the space left without being
planted is wasted and besides the slope
of the field causes an undue loaa of time
in cultivating the fielda in amall irregular areas.
Underground drains are subdivided
according to the material used to conduct the water away through the ditches.
Three poles laid so as to leave an open
space between them and buried beneath
the surface have been used for temporary
drains.
Stones thrown loosely into a ditch or
laid so as to form an open conduit a few
inches acroes, after being covered, form
a
more permanent and more efficient
drain. The best underground drainage
material when all things are considered
Land tiles are hard
is the land tile.
burned clay tubes ordinarily one foot in
length varying in diameter from 1 to 20
inches. The most common tiles used on
fhe farm are from 4 to 8 inches in diaThe water enters at the joints
meter.
between the tiles and is carried along by
gravity. The fall may vary from one
inch to any number of Inches In one
hundred feet. Six inohee in one hundred
feet carries away the water very nicely.
The depth of the drain tile is important. It need not be below frost line if
it has sufficient fall because water from
the soil above is caught by freezing thus
shutting off the supply of water before
the water in the drain becomes frozen.
The water ie in this way allowed to drain
It ahould
away leaving the tile clear.
be below reach of the plow and under
ordinary soil conditions two and one-half
feet deep is desirable.
Under ordinary
conditions a four inch tile for laterals
and from six to eight inohee for maino
Four inoh
should serve the purpose.
tiles sell F. Ο. B. Brewer, Maine, at
about twenty-five dollars per thousand
feet, this being the usual price. The
cost of digging and filling rangea with
the soil conditioLs, the time of year and
the depth and width dug.

Bugs Is Bugs.

II

every step.
Before the scientists discovered that
practically all diseases are caused by
insignificant little bugs, the number of
deaths from simple surgical operations
was appalling.
Now, with the practice
of boiling the instruments, the gauze
bandages, and having everything else
absolutely sterile, the most delicate
operations can be performed with little
fear of complications.
This may seem to have nothing to do
with handling cream but it has.
Cleanliness in the dairy is just as necessary as
in the operating room. Bugs is bugs, by
gum, whether they frisk around on the
surgeon's smock apron or squint at the
dairy maid from the concealment of a
tiny crevice in the milk pail. And bugs
tlourish and multiply in unclean places
but quickly turn up their toes and give
up the ghost when their abode is scrubbed out and especially when it is scalded
with hot water or steam.
Between the milking and getting the
cream to the creamery, there is ample
time for these germs to multiply many
times over. In other words, it requires
absolute cleauliness at every stage to insure the best cream.
It seems idle to warn the milker to be
careful about getting hair, flies, dust or
dirt in the milk. Everybody knows that
caation should be exercised to avoid
Tet few realize the real importhat.
tance of it, however, and fewer still realize just what it means to be really clean
about the milking.
"Land sakes, what harm does a little
dirt do?" exclaims Aunt Martha as she
jerks the cat's nose out of the milk pail.
"Most of it comes out in the strainer

anyway!"

Separate the milk as soon as possible
after milking.
Do not leave the fall
milk can· sitting around the barn. Cover
them and take them at once to the separator house.
The separator and all utensils should
be thoroughly washed and sterilized
after using. When you get to the separator house you should find the separator
clean and sweet. If you can detect the
faintest odor that is unpleasant there is
something wrong somewhere.
The cream should be cooled as soon as
It come· from the separator and should
be kept cool. Warm cream should never
be mixed with cold cream.
A little thought and a little extra effort taken at every stage from milking
to delivering the cream will do mnch
toward bettering the grade of the product and will, in the end, pay in dollar·
and cents for the extra trouble.—Cor.
Hoard's Dairyman.

The 1914 season's potato crop for the
United State· is estimated at 853 million
bushels. This is a substantial increase
over that of 1913, and only slightly under the record crop of 1912.
Maine's
estimated yield is given as 32,369,000
as
for
bushels
bushels,
against 30,550,000
1913, and 21,875,000 bushels in 1912. The
number of acres grown is given at
135,000, as against 130,000 In 1913, and
125,000 In 1912. This estimate of total
production places Maine's yield third,
New vork's yield being estimated at

Michigan'·

to Maine

ia

given Wiaoonsin with 29,100,000 bushel·,
Minnesota with 28,150,000 bushels, and
Pennsylvania with 25,935,000 bushel·.

"Farm products cost more than they
There is something wrong in a man's use to."
"Tea," replied the farmer,
so
a
who
ia
good
neighbor
long
make-up
wearily. "When a fanner is supposed to
as he is poverty-stricken, but who is a know the botanical name of what he'·
poor one when prosperity comes bis way.
raisin' an' the entomologtoal name of the
The first year as a poultry-keeper is aa insect that eats It, an' the pharmaceuapprenticeship, during which constant tical name of the ohemloàl that will kill
attention to details is imperative if the it, somebody's
got to pay."
business is ever to be mastered.
If the bog has a ehance at clean, pure
Early batched pallets and one-year-old water he will not make his bed in a
hens will be y oar wiater layers. Be sore filthy mud hole. Few people realise how
to ba supplied.
folly the swine believe In sanitation.
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CHAPTER XIII.
Th· Adventure With the Little Man.
WTSHT you wasn't so set In yout
ways," Shorty demurred. "I'm
No
sure scairt of that glacier.
man ought to tackle it by his

mm

H

Jl

lonely."

Smoke laughed cheerfully and ran
his eye up the glistening face of the
tiny glacier that filled the head of the
valley. "Here It lq August already,
and the days have been getting ehorter
for two months," he epitomized the situation.
"Ton know quartz, and I

don't But I can bring up the grub,
while you keep after that mother lode.
Ill be back by tomorrow
So long.

evening."

He turned and started.
"I got a hunch somethin's goin' to
happen," Shorty pleaded after him.

But Smoke's reply was a bantering
laugh. He held on down the little valley, occasionally wiping the sweat from
his forehead, the while his feet crush-

ed through ripe mountain raspberries
and delicate ferns that grew beside
patches of sun sheltered ice.
In the early spring he and Shorty

had come to the Stewart river and
launched out Into the amazing chaos
of the region where Surprise lake lay.
Anil all of the spring and half of the
summer had been consumed in futile
wanderings, when, on the verge of
turning back, they caught their first

tion.

"Nothing to It, my friend. You've
got to realize that no gold deposit like
It has been discovered In all the histome
ry of mining. It will take you and
and my partner and all the friends
we've got to lay our hands on It. All
Bonanza and Eldorado dumped together wouldn't be richer than half an acre
down there. The problem Is to drain
the lake. It will take millions. And
there's only one thing I'm afraid of.
There's so much of it that if we fall to
control the output It will bring about
the demonetization of gold."
"And you tell me"— Carson broke
off, speechless and amazed.
"Am glad to have you. It will take
can

hiking

some.

Walt

a

minute, and I'll

pull some of mine out for you."
But Smoke refused to listen. "Besides," he said, "I've got about forty

sheet of water which had lured and
fooled a generation of miners.
Making their camp in the old cabin
which Smoke had discovered on hie

previous visit, they learned three
things—first heavy nugget gold was
carpeted thickly on the lake bottom;

next, the gold could be dived for in
the shallower portions, but the temperature of the water was man killing,
and, finally, the draining of the lake
was too stupendous α task for two men
In the shorter half of a short summer.
Undeterred, reasoning from the coarseness of the gold that it had not travhad set out in search of
eled

Smoke saw the lake beneath him. Unlike any mountain lake he had ever
Instead its InBeen, It was not blue.
shaltense peacock green tokened Its
lowness. It was this shallowness that
All about
jumbled mountains, with ice

made Its draining feasible.
arose

peaks and crags, grotesquely
shaped and grouped. All was topey
turry and unsystematic—a Dore night-

scarred

mare.

more
Across the lake, seemingly not
well
knew,
he
as
a
but,
half
mile,
than
Are miles away, he could see the bunch

He
of spruce trees and the cabin.
looked again to make sure and saw
smoke clearly rising from the chimney.
Somebody else had surprised themwas
selves into finding Surprise lake,
his conclusion as he turned to climb
the southern wall.
From the top of this he came down
and
Into a little valley, flower floored
belazy with the hum of bees, that

haved quite as a reasonable valley
should, in so fnr as it made legitimate
was wrong
entry on the lake. What
100
with it was its length—scarcely
down
yards-its head a straight up and
cliff of 1,000 feet, over which a stream

pitched itself

mist

in descending veils of

encountered more
smoke, floating lazily upward in the
of
warm sunshine, beyond an outlet
rock. As he came around the corner
he heard a light metallic tap-tapping
and a merry whistling that kept the
And

here

he

the man, an upbeat Then he
turned shoe between his knees, into
the sole of which he was driving hob
saw

spikes.
"Hello!" was the stranger's greeting, and Smoke's heart went out to the
"Just in time
man in ready liking.
There's coffee in the
for a snack.
and
pot, a couple of cold flapjacks
some

Jerky."

"I'll go you If I lose," was Smoke's
acceptance as he sat down. "I've been
rather skimped on the last several
meals, but there's oodles of grub over
In the cabin."
That'· what I
"Across the lake?
was

heading for."

"Seems

Surprise

lake is becoming

populous," Smoke complained, emptying thè coffeepot

"Go on, you're joking, aren't you?"
the man said, surprise painted on his
face.
Smoke laughed. "That's the way it
takes everybody. You see those high
ledges acrose there to the northwest?
There's where I first saw it No warning. Just suddenly caught the view
of the whole lake from there. I'd giv-

up looking for it too."
"Same here," the other agreed. "I'd
headed back and was expecting to
fetch the Stewart last night when out
I popped in sight of the lake. If that's
it where'e the Stewart? And where
have I been all the time? And how

en

did you come here? And what's youç
name?"
"Bellew—Kit Bellew."
"Oh, I know youl" The man*· eye·
and face were bright with a joyous
smile, and his hand flashed eagerly out
to Smoke's. "I've heard all about you."
He was a «lender man, wiry with
health, with quick black eyes and a
magnetism of camaraderie.
"And this is Surprise lake?" he murmured incredulously? "And its bottom's buttered with gold?"
"Sure. There's some of the churning." Smoke dipped in his overalls
()ocket and brought forth half a dosen
nuggets.
"WéU. oosh-daah my dingbats, if 790

He

evidenced

a

hand

"Make it fast around yourself as
well," he ordered.
"If I go I'll take you with me,"

Smoke objected.

The little man became very peremp-

tury.

underground.

v"v

It

over hand intention of crawling out of
the crack. But Carson, who had refastened the rope around his own
waist stopped him.

walls and abruptly stopped
in a cross wall. At the base of this, In
a welter of broken rock, the streamlet
disappeared, evidently finding ita way
«"»

His first sensation was the nausea
caused by the sickening upleap of his
pulse; his first idea was of surprise
that he bad fallen no farther. Behind
him were crackling and jar and movement, to which the stick vibrated.
From beneath, in the heart of the glacier, came the soft and hollow thunder
of the dislodged masses striking botAnd still the bridge, broken
tom.
from Its farthest support and ruptured
in the middle, held, though the portion
he had crossed tilted downward at a
pitch of twenty degrees.
He could see Carson, perched on his
ledge, his feet braced against the melting surface, swiftly recoiling the rope
from hie shoulders to his hand.
"Walt!" he cried. "Don't move, or
the whole shooting match will come

clutched

precipitous

»»

the bridge was on Its last legs was
patent. He felt a jar under foot, a
slight movement of the mass and a
heavier jar. This was followed by a
single sharp crackle. Behind him he
If
knew something was happening.
for no other reason he knew It by the
strained, tense face of Carson. Prom
and faint, came the murbeneath,
mur of running water, and Smoke's
Involuntarily wavered to a
eyes
gUmpee of the shimmering depths. He
jerked them back to the way before

danna from his pocket The rope,
manufactured from sled lashings and
short lengths of plaited rawhide knotted together, was both light and
strong. The first cast was lucky as
well as deft and Smoke's fingers

mountaln-llke methods, drained, or had
at one time drained, into the lake.
The valley Smoke was descending
gradually widened after the fashion of
the lower
any normal valley, but at
end it pinched narrowly between high,

wiv»b

It's almighty rotten."
RwiwnHng his own stick horlsontal·ly, Smoke essayed the passage. That
move on.

He calculated the distance with a
quick glance, took the bandanna from
his neck and tied it to the rope and
increased the length by a second ban-

the mother lode. They had crossed the
big glacier that frowned on the souththe
ern rlm and devoted themselves to
puzzling maze of small valleys and
most uncanyons beyond, which, by

me

and he worked his way op to a narledge, faced about and sat down.
•Tour turn," he called across. "But
Just keep a-coming, and don't look
down. That's what got my goat Just
keep a-coming, that's all. And get a
row

down!"

far, they

Uiimuiu#

him glance to the side and down
Into the crevasse Itself and thai begin
a slight swaying.
-Keep your eyes αρΓ Smoke commanded sharply. "Now, go on!"
The little man obeyed nor faltered
The son
on the rest of the Journey.
eroded slope of the farther edge of the
crevasse was slippery, but not steep,
hw

we
year or two, with all the money
raise, to drain the lake. It can be
I've looked over the ground. him
done.
But It will take every man In the counTwo-thirds over he came to the detry thafe willing to work for wages. pression. The itfuup edges of the
We'll need an army, and we need right
crack, but slightly touched by the sun,
now decent men In on the ground floor.
showed how recent it was. His foot
Are you In?"
was lifted to make the step across
"Am I in? Don't I look It? I feel so when the crack began slowly widenreal
I'm
that
millionaire
much like a
ing, at the same time emitting numertimid about crossing that big glacier. ous sharp snaps.
He made the step
Couldn't afford to break my neck now. quickly, increasing the stride of it, but
Wish I had some more of those hob the worn nails of his shoe skated on
spikes. I was Just hammering the last the farther slope of the depreealon.
in when you came along. How's He fell on bis face and without pause
yours? Let's see."
slipped down and Into the crack, his
Smoke held up his foot
legs hanging clear, his cheet supported
rink!"
"Worn smooth as a skating
by the stick, which he had managed
Carson cried. "You've certainly been to twist crosswise as he fen.
a

glimpse of the baffling, gold bottomed

out

Whether the dairy farmer adjusts the
separator to ran a rich cream for the
creamery or a cream of lower test for
table use, there is one thing that at all
times should be held paramount to all
else and that is absolute cleanliness at

41,470,000 bushel», and
39,790,000 bushel·. Next

SMOKE
BELLEW

haven't beaten me to It," Carson «wore
whimsically, bat his disappointment
was patent "And 1 thought I'd scooped the whole caboodle. Anyway, I've
had the fan of getting here."
"Fun!" Smoke cried. "Why, If we
can ever get oar bands on all that bottom we'll make Rockefeller look like
BO cents."
"Bat It's yours," was Carson's objec-

Ho Thrust On· Foot Forward
Steeled Himself With · Vlelble Physical Effort.

and

feet of rope cached where we take the
Ice. My partner and I used it coming
It will be a cinch."
over.
It was a hard, hot climb. The sun
blazed dnzzlingly on the ice surface,

and with streaming poree they panted
from the exertion. There were places,
crisscrossed by countless fissures and
crevasses, where an hour of dangerous
toil advanced them no more than a

"Ton shut αρΓ he ordered.
"If I ever start going"— Smoke be-

gan.
"Shot op! Ton ain't going to ever
Now do what I say.
start going.
under the ehoulders.
That*s right
Make it fast Now start Get a move
on, bot easy as you go. I'll take In
—

Too Just keep a-coming.
the slack.
That*s It Easy, easy."
Smoke wua still a dosen feet away
wbeu the Una! collapse of the bridge
began Without noise, but in a Jerky
way, it crumbled an increasing tilt
Carson called, colling in

"Quick!"
hundred yards. At 2 in the afternoon
band over hand on the slack of the
beside a pool of wate* bedded in the
rope which Smoke's rush gave bim.
ice Smoke called a halt
When the crash came 8moke's Anhe
of
that
some
tackle
Jerky,"
MLefs
were clawing into the hard face
gers
short
on
allowance,
said. "I've been
Besides,
and my knees are shaking.
we're across the worst. Three hundred
yards will fetch us to the rocks, and
if s easy going, except for a couple of
nasty fissures and one bad one that
heads ue down toward the bulge.
There's a weak ice bridge there, but

Shorty and I managed it."
"I'm lighter than you by forty pounds."
Carson said. "Let me go first"
They stood on the edge of the creIt was enormous and ancient
vasse.
fully 100 feet across, with sloping, age
eaten sides instead of sharp angled
rims. At this one place it was bridged
by a huge mass of pressure hardened

Ton sacrificed year·
me.
[ loose with the Jackknife. If· one or "Canon toldme."
bear, some beer."
7"
•elf to save
that
Get
dl
of
both
and
The answering grin was ghastly
"Nothing of tbe sort," Book· Bed.
**WattI For God's sake, waltr Car
pathetic. "I never coakl stand height," I ■oo screamed down. Too cant do *Ί could see that swimming pool right
Carson confessed. "It always did get
me a chance to get 70a
under me all the time."

"you're

some

that! Give
Do yoa m<TV^ If I stop a minute
oat Be calm, old horse. We'll make
[to η oonnnm]
make
111
Then
head?
and dear my
the tnrn. Tonll see, I'm going to dig
heave
so
1
can
those heel holes deeper
boles that'll lift a boose and barn."
Through the Loo king Qlese.
yoa up."
If you Hi ten to two men dlecuarisfl
! Smoke made no reply. Slowly and
Smoke's heart warmed. "Look here,
gently, fascinated by the eight. be eastern race·—tbe Chinese In partira·
Carson; the thing for yoa to do is to
1er—you will Invariably bear them re
me
cat the rope. Yoa can never get
mark with that weighty tone of finalup, and there's no ose both of as beIn which people are wont to dettrei
ity
ing lost Too can make it oat with
their obiter dicta: "The Chinaman It
your knife."
an eclrma, an insoluble mystery ; be
"You shut up!" was the hurt retort
hind hla Impenetrable maek there lark»
this?"
"Who's running
we know not what curious variant of
see
And Smoke could not help bat
the human race." But does it ersr oo
that anger was a good restorative for
cur to us that In the "barbarian" at
the other's nerves. As for himself, it
"foreign devil" tbe Chinaman finds a
was the more nerve racking strain,
of even greater perplexity?
problem
lying plastered against the ice with
The fact that all our books begin at
on.
nothing to do bat strive to stick
the wrong end and that our lines an
A groan and a quick cry of "Hold
printed horizontally instead of verti00Γ warned him. With face pressed
cally Is to him overwhelming evidence
against the ice he made a supreme
of the topsy tnrvyness of our minds;
sticking effort, felt the rope slacken
that we shake a woman by the hand
and knew Carson was slipping toward
la, in hla eyes, most unseemly, while
Mm
He did not dare look up until
our dancing, with its lack of dignity
he felt the rope tighten and knew the
and stately grace, suggests to him
me.

other bad again come to rest.
"Qee, that was a near goP* Canon
chattered. "I came down over a yard.
Now, you wait I've got to dig new

cat he
Like
son out of his niche
faced about clawing wildly for a hold
Beon the Ice and slipping down.

neath bim, with forty feet of taut rope
between them, Smoke was clawing
Just as wildly, and ere the thunder
from below announced the arrival of
the bridge both men had come to rest
Carson had achieved this first and the
several pounds of pull he was able to
to bring
Even pot on the rope had helped
snow that was itself half Ice.
to a stop.
8moke
not
could
mass
they
the bottom of this
Each lay in a shallow niche, but
much less the bottom of the cresee,

lees than a war dance of savages. The practice of walking with a
stick shows us to be in very sooth a
most ferocious and uncivilised people,
for who would carry a stick save ft*
the purpose of beating Innocent folks 1
—Baltimore Sun.

nothing

holds."
Holding the few pounds of strain
necessary

for

Smoke

with

his

left

hand, the little man Jabbed and chopped at the ice with his right Ten
minâtes of this passed.
"Now, I'U tell yon what Fve done,"
Carson called down. "I've made heel
holds and hand holds for you along-

Finding His Bride.
In one part of the canton of Tidno,
in Switzerland, a very quaint mar
rlage ceremony prevails. Tbe bride-

his "Sunday best"
as many friends
and relatives as be can muster for tbe
fete, goes to claim his bride finding
tbe door locked, be demands admittance. Tbe Inmates ask him his business, and In reply be solicits the band
groom dresses in

I'm going to heave the
side of me.
rope in skrw and easy, and you just
come along sticking and not too fast
I'll tell yon what first of all. I'll take
of
you on the rope, and you worry out

and, accompanied by

that pack. Get me?"
Smoke nodded, and with infinite care
unbuckled his pack straps. With a
wriggle of the shoulders be dislodged
the pack, and Carson saw it slide over
the bulge and out of sight
"Now, I'm going to ditch mine," he
called down. "You just take It easy

"Waitl

citing and stuck and plastered—sustained and helped by tbe pull of tbe
Alone, he could not have adrope.
vanced.
A third of the way up, where the
pitch was steeper and tbe ice less
eroded, he felt the strain on tbe rope
decreasing. He moved slower and
slower. Here was no place to stop and
His most desperate effort
remain.
could not prevent the stop, and he
could feel the down Blip beginning.
Tm going," he called up.
"So am I," was the reply, gritted
through Carson's teeth.
"Then cast loose."

Smoke felt the rope tauten In a faille effort; then tbe pace quickened, and
as he went past his previous lodgment
npd over tbe bulge the last glimpse be

caught of Carson he was turned over,
with madly moving bands and feet
striving to overcome the downward
draw.
XO

omo&oB

surprise,

αο uo

ttvui ντν*

the bulge, there was no sheer fall. Tbo
down a
rope restrained him as be slid
steeper pitch, which quickly eased until he came to a halt In another niche

the verge of another bulge. Carson
out of sight, ensconced in the
place previously occupied by Smoke.

on

was now

"Gee J" he could hear Careon shiver.

"Gee Γ
An Interval of quiet followed, and
then Smoke could feel the rope agitated.
"What are you doing?" he called up
"Making more hand and foot holds,"
"You Just
Λητηο the trembling answer.
wait I'll have you up here In a Jiffy.
Don't mind the way I talk. I'm Just
excited."
main
me
by
"You're
holding
or
"Boon
Smoke
argued.
strength,"

span of horses."
Several silent minutes passed. Smoke
could hear the metallic strike and hack
of the knife, and occasionally driblets
of Ice slid over the bulge and came
Thirsty, clinging on
down to him.
hand and foot, he caught the fragments In his mouth and melted them

For God'· «ak·, wait!"

cot with the knife until one of the
three strands popped and parted.
"What are you doing?** Canon cried
desperately. "If yon cut I'll never
forgive yon—never. I tell yoa It's twb
We're going to get oat
or nothing.
Walt! For God'a sake!"
And Smoke, staring at the parted
strand, five Inches before his eyes,
He
knew fear In all its weakness.
did not want to die. Be recoiled from

and wait"
Five minutes later the upward struggle began. Smoke, after drying his
bands on the insldes of his arm sleeves,
clawed Into tbe climb—bellied and

late, with the Ice melting, you'll slip
down after me. The thing for you to
do is to cut loose Hear met There's
of the wall of the crevasse, while his no use both of us going. Get that?
man In creabody dragged back with the falling You're the biggest little
best You
bridge. Careon, sitting up, feet wide tion, but you've done your
loose!"
on the
cut
was
and
heaving
braced,
apart
I'm going to make
"You shut up!
rope, This effort swung Smoke in to
this time deep enough to haul up
the side of the wall, but it jerked Cara

the shimmering abyss

beneath

him,

urged all the preposteroua optimism of delay. It was
fear that prompted him to compro-

and his panic brain

mise.
"All right," he called up. "I'll wait
Do your best Bat I tell yoa, Carson,
If we both start slipping again I'm going to cut"
"Hnhl
Forget it. When we start,
old horse, we start αρ. I'm a porous
plaster. 1 could stick here If It was

twice

as

steep.

I'm getting a sizable
Now, yoa

hole for one heel already.
hash, and let me work."

·«·····
A gasp and a groan and an abrupt
Blackening of the rope warned him.

He began to slip. The movement was
very slow. The rope tightened loyally, but he continued to slip. Carson
1
coold not hold him and was slipping
with him. The digging toe of his far
ther extended foot encountered vac an
over the
cy, and be knew that It was
straightaway falL And he knew, too,
that In another moment bis falling
body would Jerk Carson's after It
! Blindly, desperately, all the vitality
:
and life love of him beaten down In a

I

flashing instant by

a

shuddering per·

and wrong, he brought
the knife edge across the rope, saw the
strands port felt himself slide more

right

ceptlon

of

rapidly

and then fall.

What happened men ne aiu oui
know. Ile was not unconscious, bnt It
happened too quickly, and It was unexpected. Instead of falling to bis death
his feet almost Immediately struck In
water, and be sat violently down in
water that splashed cooling ly on bis
face.

!

His first Impression was that the
crevasse was shallower than he had
Imagined and that be bad safely fetch-

But of this be was quickThe opposite wall was a
tie lay in a basin
dozen feet awny.
formed In an outjut of the ice wall by
melting water that dribbled and trickled over the bulge above and fell
sheer down a distance of a dozen feet
This bad hollowed out the basin.
Where he sat the water was two feet
rim.
deep, and it was flush with the
He peered over the rim and looked
down the narrow chasm hundreds of
ed bottom.

ly disabused.

a

j

to water, which he swallowed.
He beard a gasp that slid Into a
groan of despair and felt a slackening
of the rope that made him claw. Im- ;
mediately the rope tightened again.
Straining his eyee In an upward look
along the steep slope, he stared a mo-

feet to the torrent that foamed along
the bottom.
"Oh, why did youî" be beard a wail

from above.
"Listen!" be called up. "I'm perfectly safe, sitting in a pool of water up
And here's both our
to my neck
packs. I'm going to sit on them
There's room for half a dozen here
If you slip stick close and you'll land
ment, then saw the knife, point first, !
In the meantime you hike up and get
slkle over the verge of the bulge and
Somebody'·
Go to the cabin.
out.
down upon him. He tucked his cheek ,
I saw the smoke. Get a rope
there.
cut
of
the
from
pang
to It, shrank
and
or anything that will make rope,
flesh, tucked more tightly and felt the
and tish for me."
back
come
knife come to rest
"Houest?" came Carson'· lncredn"I'm a slob!" came the wail down
i loo· voice.
the crevassa
"Cross my heart and hope to die
"Cheer up. I've got UP Smoke an!
Now,
get a bustle on or ill catch my
swered.
of cold."
death
of
a
lot
I've got
Waltl
"Stay!
Smoke kept himself warm by kickstring m my pocket. I'll drop It down
with
I lng a channel through thetherim
to you, and you send the knife up."
time he
the heel of bla shoe. By
Smoke made no reply. He was bata
had drained off the last of the water
tling with a sudden rush of thought
announced that he
Here comes the string. ! call from Carson

that tense
vasse.
Crumbling and melting, the Smoke's was so shallow
with the strain of the flattening and
bridge threatened imminent collapse.
he wonld have
"Looks pretty bad," Careon admitted sticking, nevertheless
slid on bad it not been for the sllgbt
with an ominous head shake.
he took from tbe rope. He
"But we've got to tackle It," Smoke assistance
on
the
verge of a bulge and oould
was
ice
gaid. "We can't camp here on the
see beneath him.
all night And there's no other way. not
CHAPTER XIV.
Shorty and I explored for a mile up. It
was in better shape, though, when we
The Knifs and the Rope.
!
crossed"
minâtes passed, in
"It's one at a time, and me first"
which they took stock of the
Carson took the part, coil of rope from
made
and
rapid
situation
"You'll have to cast
Smoke's hand.
strides in learning the art of
I'll take the rope and the pick. sticking to wet and slippery Ice. Tbe
off.
Gimme your hand so I can slip down little man was the first to speak.
"GeeI" he said and a minute later:
easy."
"Hey, you!
Slowly and carefully he lowered him- -If you can dig in for a moment and
! bad reached the top.
me when you've got It"
self the several feet to the bridge, slack on the rope I can turn over. Tell
After that Smoke occupied himself
on
weighted
▲ small pocketknlfe
j with
where he stood, making final adjust· Try itdrying his clothes. The late aftSmoke
Ice.
slid down the
Smoke made tbe effort then rested the string
ments for the perilous traverse. On
sun bent warmly In upon bim,
ernoon
a
blade
the larger
by
and
his back was his pack outfit. Around on the rope again. "I can do It" he got It opened
be
and
wrung out bis garments
band
one
of his teeth and
"Tell me when you're ready, quick effort
his neck, resting on his shoulders, he said.
bim.
about
them
was
spread
i and made sure that the blade
coiled the rope, one end of which was and be quick."
Two boars later, perched naked on
Then he tied the sheath knife
"About three feet down is holding mhnrp.
still fast to his waist.
the two packs, he beard a voice above
of
the
string.
end
to
the
"I'd give a mighty good part of my for my heels," Carson said. "It won't
that be could not fail to identify.
"Haul away Γ he called
millions right now for a bridge construc- take a moment Are you ready?"
"Oh, Smoke! 8moker
saw
the
be
up
With strained eyes
"Go on!"
tion gang," he said, but his cheery,
"Hello,
Joy GasteU!" he called back.
he
But
knife.
ward progress of the
It was hard work to slide down a
whimsical smile belled the words.
"Wbere'd
you drop from?"
Inand
afraid
But it was saw more—a little man.
The pick and the long stick he used yard, turn over and sit up.
"Are you hurt?"
who shivered and chattered,
domitable,
flatremain
to
even harder for Smoke
■a an alpenstock he balanced horizon"Not even any skin off."
bead swam with giddiness and
and maintain a position that whose
"Father's paying the rope down now.
and distress- j
tally after the manner of a ropewalk- tened
his
mastered
who
qualms
made a greater
Do you see It 7"
He thrust one foot forward tenta- from instant to instant
er.
was
Here
a
hero's
and
part
«
played
j
his muscles. As it was, be
"Tee, and I've got it" he answered.
tively, drew it back and steeled him· call upon
meat eater, eager with friend- I
could feel the almost perceptible begin- a proper
wait a couple of minutes,
a I "Now,
with
Mlf with a visible physical effort.
destruction,
to
generous
of the slip when the rope tight- liness,
ning
shake
not
could
please."
smiled
fear
ï»e
that «hiking
"l wish I waa~flat broke,"
ened, and be looked up into his com- grit
"What's the matter Γ came her an*
Then, too, he considered the situaup. "If ever I get out of being a milft ce. Smoke noted the yellow I
"Oh.
panion's
no
was
loua
There
query after several minute·.
tion cold bloodedly.
lionaire this time IH never be ooe
pallor of sun tan, forsaken by the chance for two. Steadily they were j I know you're hurt"
again."
blood, and wondered what his own
"No, I'm not I'm drestlng."
Into the heart of the glacier,
"If· all right," Smoke encouraged.
But when be ffiwung
was ilka
complexion
that
"Dreselng?"
his
weight
was
It
greater
and
let
"I've been over It before. Better
saw
Carson, with shaking lingers, ι
Tee. I've beçn lu swimming. Now!
was dragging the little man down.
me try it first"
fumble for his sheath knife be decidHoist a way Γ
a
like
stick
fly.
could
Beady?
man
"And you forty pounds to the ed the end bad come. The man was in The little
Hi sent np the two packs on the first
could save himself.
worse," the little man flashed back. a funk and was going to cut the rope. I Alone, he
rebuked by Joy
"Bully for us!" came the voice from trip, was subsequently
"I'll be all right in a minute. I'm all
"Don't m-mlnd m-m-me," the little I
down and across the bridge of , GasteU and on the second trip cam·
above,
this
went
oat
as
his
foot
"1 ain't scared. Ifs
right now,"
man chattered.
Ice. Now we'll get out of here Is two J up himself.
time t» rest carefully and lightly, while
only my nerves, gosh dang them. I'll ■hake·."
I Joy Gastell looked at him with flow·
and
the other foot was brought up
b-b-be all right in a minu te."
Qarson
The awful struggle for good cheer j tog eye· while her father and
i
pÛML
And Smoke watched him, doubled
"How
and hope In Canon's voice decided I were busy colling the rope.
Very gently and circumspectly be ovsr, his shoulders between his knees, Smoke.
could you cut loose to that splendid
two-thirds
continued on his way until
•shivering and awkward, holding a
"Listen to me," be said steadily, way?" she αΐβφ "It wa»-lt was gloof the distance was covered. Here he slight tension on tbe Tope with one vainly striving to shake the vision of rious, that's all"
stopped to examine a depression he hand, while with the other be backed Joy GasteU's face from his brain. "I
Smoke waved the compliment «way
most cries, at the bottom of which and gouged holes for his heels in tbe ice.
that knife up for you to get out j with a deprecatory hand.
to
bim, with.
"Carson," he breathed up
t vm * fvteh crack. Smoke, watching, I
*1 know all about II;" she persisted.
gat that? rm going to chop

SEVERAL
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If his answer
be deemed satisfactory be is successively Introduced to a number of ma-

of bis chosen maiden.

and maids, some perhaps deformed and others old and ugly. Then
he Is presented to some large dolls, all
of which he rejects with scorn, amid
The bewildered
general merriment
bridegroom, whose Impetuosity and
temper are now sorely tried, is then
Informed that bis ladylove is absent
trons

and is invited In to see for himself,
lie rushes into the bouse and searches
from room to room until he finds bet
in her bridal dress ready to go t»
church. Then are his troubles ovei
and his state as a benedict assured.

How a Zsppslln Is Made.
The building of a Zeppelin Is not tbe
work of a day. The mere work on the
vessel takes an entire year, and when
that work Is done another three months
Stretched
must be spent in testing.
are
on a framework of girders there

from seventeen to twenty-five balloonettes from end to end. Over these and
skin of
over the girders Is an outer

proofed

canvas.

Slung under the great

length Is a series of cabins.
Right In front Is the station of the
lookout man, who Is In charge of the
anstarting and the landing. lie has
chors slung beneath him. In the first
boat, which Is entirely covered In, are
Behind this boet
two petrol engines.
Is the gangway, fitted up with sleeping
berths for the crew. In tbe center is
the observation station. It Is from
here that the bombs are dropped, and
It Is In here that tbe marvelous steer-

ing and sighting apparatus is Installed,
as tbe wireless plant—8t
as well
Louis Republic

8win· In Old London.
We hear much today of the danger*
of tbe London streets, but the Inhabof
itants are spared some of the perils
The calendar of coroan earlier age.
ners' rolls for the city tells how tbe
the
many swine wandering about
streets were once London's greatest
nuisances. In 1322 an Inquest was held
her
on a child who was attacked In

cradle by a pig which had wandered
In through the open door of her parents' shop. And a little earlier letter·
who
patent were Issued to an Infant
lost an ear from tbe same cause. The
letters certified the cause of tbe accident, lest later on tbe uncharitable

should eay that tbe ear had been cat
off in tbe pillory by the knife of the

law.—London Spectator.

A Lone Popular Vegetable.
Asparagus has evidently been known
during a considerable period, for It figcenures in the title of a seventeenth
who starttury play, iticbard Brome,

ed life as a domestic servant and in
η
that capacity bed Ben Jonson for
master, became a popular dramatist,
and one of the most successful of his
comedies was "The Sparagus Garden,"
acted, according to tbe title page of the
edition published In UHO. "by tbe ComCourt."
pany of Revels at Salisbury
One of the characters tn this play exat
presses a wish to have "sparagus
every meal ο all the yea re long"—Loo·
don Globe.
The

Gospel

Oak.

In the village of Polstead, Suffolk,
England, stands a famous oak which
the rector has proved to be 2,000 yean
old. The tree has a girth of thirtysix feet and has been known always
under it tbe
as the gospel oak, since

first Christian missionaries preached
to tbe heathen Saxons thirteen centuries ago. This event is commémorât
ed each year by a special service bald
under the tree.

Early SoperMee.

Hoetho, a Chinese physician who
Bred In the third century, gave his patienta a preparation of hemp, whereby
they were rendered insensible durinj

surgical operations.

The

soporific

ef-

fects of mandrake are mentioned bj
Shakespeare.

Retreating

In Disorder.

"Who was that tough looking chap ι
saw you with today, Hicks?"
"Be careful, Parker. That was mj
twin brother."
Jove, old chap, forgive me! 1

"By

really ought to hare known."—Kan···
City Times.
Wreng Either Way.
never hare another

photograph taken. Dorothy —Why not,
dear? Isabel—Oh, if It looks Ilk· ms k'
Isabel—I'll

don't like it, and If it flatters me ny
friends don't like It I—Exchange.
A Woman's Way.
"Your doom is sealed!" cried the efl.

lain.
"Ha," laughed the heroine defiantly,
*1 guess I can steam it open!"—Chicago Herald.
The PHferewee.
Tour cook is J net Ilk· ooe oi tfet
family, isn't she Γ
"Dear me, no! She never would eat
Baltimore
warmed over dishes"
American.
—

THE OXFORD BEARS.

EST YBM3HCD 13S8.

B«tbel.

Waat Parte.

Sunday evening a very interesting
The death of liner Eugene Tnell ooin the Congregation»!
oarred Tueadey et à hospital et Weet- meeting wne held
in obarge of the delegate· to the
ohnrch
eboot
taken
*u
be
where
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL boro, Meea.,
The Congregational
Mr. Tuell wee token to Girl·' Conference.
one year ego.
and Gould Academy
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
the hoepltel on eccount of hie mente) ohoroh, Methodiat,
The rewere represented.
oondltion which seemed to reealt from T. W. C. A.
and the
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
health ceased by ao Injury to hi· porta were intenaely interesting,
felling
Puis HUI.
back muoh that will be
bend eboot two yeere ego. He wee the girl· brought
ana an inapiration, and the flrat
ru*» Baptist Church, Be*, β. W. F. HUi,paa•on of the lete Henry M. Tuell end M re. helpful
Preaching every Sunday it 10 ^ A. M.
South Paris, Maine, May 4, 1915 tor.
Tuell end was born Girl·' Conference baa proved a succea·.
Sunday School al 12. Sabbath erenin* service Melinda (Crewford)
It was pleaalng new· to Bethel people
at 7 ».
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at in Perl· Feb. 12,1858. The lergeet part
Rot. T. C. Chapman returned to
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before of hi· life wea
«pent in Perl· and for to bave
All
the le« Sunday of the month at J 30 r. m.
of the paatorate of the Methodiat church.
resident
e
he
wee
than
20
Invited.
more
oowllallr
are
year·
ATWOOD & FORBES, not otherwise connected
Monday the funeral of little Robert
About five yeere ego be obFred W. Shaw and family were at Weat Perl·.
Kditors ami Proprietors.
and Morgan waa held at the home of bia
Mass.,
et
work
tained
Walpole,
atto
24,
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New type, rast presses, electric
Job Pwîitisu
low prices
power, experienced workmen and
combine u> make this department of our business C4»nj(,lete and popular.
sixuufc: copies.
SI a* le copies of The Democrat are lour cents
rach They will be mailed on receipt of price bv
the pub Ishers or for the convenience of patrons
•inxie copies of each Issue have been placed on
«ale at the following places In the County :
t»outb

!

I
'

Howard's Drug Store.
ShurtlelTs Drug Store.
Noyes Drug Store.
stone's Dru* Store.

Parle,

Norway,

A. L. Newton. Postmaster. I1
Mrs Harlow. Post Office.
Samuel T. White.

Ruckdeld,

t'arls Hill.
West Paris.

Gardiner OD Saturday, April
tend the observance of the fortieth weddiug anniversary of Mr·. Shaw'· parent*,
Mr. and Mr·. Cyrua T. Thurlow, formerly reaident· of Pari·. A very eocial time
wae enjoyed, and a number of gift· were
presented to Mr. and Mr·. Thurlow. Mr.
Thurlow ia superintendent of the Gardiner

canning faotory.

Dan Wiuslow left bere last week for a
visit to Boston and New York.
A. M. Whitman of Greenwood is employed by U. H. Heald. Mr. Whitman
has moved bis family here and live· in
Mr. Heald'a house.
Miss Julia Snow has returned to this
village and is preparing "Seven Gable·"
for occupancy by Mr. and Mr·. PrentiM
of New York, who are expected here the
laat of this month.
The Sunshine Club will meet with Mrs.
Kate Hammoud on Thursday of this
week. A full attendance ia desired and
special preparation will be made by the
hostess for those who cannot return the

night.
Dr. C. F. Hammond and Mias Alice
NJ£>V AIHEKTISKMKNTS.
Benjtmin, who have been apending the
winter in Augusta, Ga., returned to
Regal Shoes.
"The Beeches" Saturday.
Blanket Your Horse In Summer.
Misa Marie Morris of Portland haa
Now Presses.
been a guest at the Hubbard House the
Clean Up and Patnt Up.
Z. L. Merchant Λ Co.
past week.
National Rank Protection.
Mrs. Newton A. Cumminga attended
l'has H. Ho wan I Co.
the
Maine Teachera' Convention at LewShlngdng.
Wanted.
iatoo ou Friday and Saturday.
of
Notice
Appointment.
Miss Nellie Marshall ia the guest of her
Probate Notices.
aiater, Mrs. Jarvis M. Thayer.
Convincing Testimony.
South Paris Biue Store.
Miss Annie Edward· of South Parla
Automobile.
was the gueat of Dr. M. M.
Houghton
Pythian Bull ling Association.
last week.
Honey Bee*
Sale.
Hone For
Mrs. Charles B. Andrews, who has
2 Notices of Bankruptcy.
been in critical condition since her recent operation, ia now improving, and is
The Little Things in Roads.
so much better that one nurse inatead of
Iu the course of an article written fori two ia in attendance.
the Franklin Journal, Chief Engineer
Advertised letters in Paris poet office
Sargent of the Maine Highway Commis- May 1st:
sion has this to say:
Mrs. George Senburn.
If 1 were to attempt to convey an ν special
(A HO LIN Ε P. Harlow, P. M.
same

relative to the road situation In this
Conn,·, tlon. It w.m! 1 1*. tlnu, that tne municipal
offl'er- of each t.wn pa ν particular attention at
the pre-eut time to the lltti»· thin*·» In connection
wltli run in ilntenanct- which. If ncglected will
convey the Impression that the roads are
and U att nded It, will give the Impression, generally -peak!»,·, that the roads are good
A few of these II tie things being, rocks raked I
out of the roids, tilling small depressions and
ruts before they arc Inrg^ ooe^; Lavlo*c water
courses anil culverts kept open and clear of
refuse; maintaining the crown of the road·
ke. ping a true surface leugthwlse of the road
over culverts.
Each of the above enumerated Item·» of road
Work are so small that they hardly nee·I dl-cus- 1
ïlon, but It Is probable that they are overlooked
Thmany times on account of their simplicity.
road commissioner or whoever has charge of the
such a small matter that he
will let It ko until some future date, and matters
ueua"i
which are disposed of In this wav are usually
never attended to.
It will occnr to almost anv thoughtful reader
that any of the above items coul I be hau lied at
Probably the best metha very slight expense
ou of al! for hin iltog roa«l repairs would be to
of six. eight or
mtndn
road
a
charge
good
put
ten nd es of road with lastrucilons to attend to
ai1 tùûée Ittle matters by patrolling hoiiic section
mesn,..

W?.·7 .7.nklu'»'
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The writer, while not the operator ol
an automobile, bas had considerable opportunity to uote the difference which a
few little defects in the road mike in its

apparent geueral condition, especially

to

This teay of
the automobile driver.
course be observed by any one, but it
was particularly noticeable in taking two
or three trips over a twenty mile route
with an automobile owner "who was at
that period doubling over the road daily
While in reality much the larger pari
of the road wan in good condition fut
an earth road in a rural district—which
was all that most of the road is or evei
will be—there were a number of places
in it for which the driver bad learned to
watch aud where he had to slow d»*u
Here was a
and proceed with care.
culvert which was "on top of the road,"
and not being graded properly at the
There w*«
•ides, made a sharp hump.
which stuck up in the wheel
a rock
track, and the driver had to turn out and
At intervals were hoi
"straddle" it.
lows iu the road surface, which held the
water after a rain, each of which could
uuvr

UCCKI

UUCU

WIIU

Frye burg.

The many friends of Misa Edith Mc'poor, Millan, formerly of tbia town, but for
the last forty yeara a resident of Minneapolis, Minn., will be grieved to learn of
her death, which occurred on April 14
in California, where she and her aiater
Caroline had for some time been sojourning. The cause of her death was a
stn-ke of apoplexy. She did not recover
consciousness after she wae stricken. Previously to her being stricken she waa in
the bes* of health, and never enjoyed
life with a greater zest. She waa a
woman of rare culture and accomplishuieuta, and her death will aadden all who
knew her. She and her sister Caroline
were b >und together in the^closest and
tenderest lies, and Caroline ia inconsolable in her bereavement. The remains
were taken to Minneapolis, where the
funeral and interment took place on
-eUnl'y mending April 21.

nucciuenun

I· '«vi

of ear'h, but which were all the
time digging deeper, and every on·» of
which would κιvt» » car running at a fair
road speed a "yank" as it went through
A road patrolman with a team and a
few sinali tools, gniug over that twentymile route, could in two days' time have
repaired about all of those minor defects,
and iucideutaily raked out a lot of small
stoues and doue other work of an im
proving character, so that it would have
been possible to drive over the whole
route at a (air road speed without having
to slacken at all, and a stranger, going
over the road for the first time, would
bave got the impressiou that for a rural
road that stretch was in very good condition. As It stood, the man who traveled the road daily, knowing where the
bad places were, could take advantage of
his knowledge, but a stranger runuing
into them without warning would cer
tainlv not have given the road a recommendation an fir-it class. And this because the road had been treated on the
"fix and forget" principle, and the "little
things" which are so big had been ignored.
After all is said aud done, without any
objection to the good features of wellbuilt trunk lines aud main thoroughfares, of more or less costly construction,
Maine's road problem which is of the
deepest interest to the greatest number
of people is the problem of earth roads
And the ptoblem of earth roads is more
a problem of care of little things than of
costly construction or big audertakings.
or two

Since the above was written, at the
meeting of the governor and council on
Wednesday, when the apportionment of
road money for this year was made,
Chairman Lyman □. Nelson of the state
highway commission, in the course of
bis remarks said the following, which
voices a correct principle regarding the
manner in which our road expenditure
will do the greatest good to the greatest
number:
Furthermore, I believe thattheexpendltures so
far as made, have been at tco (treat an average
rate per mile- What the ^tatc of Maine needs
more for development of the hlghwav system. Is
te Improve Its roads lu a moderate unU reason
able way, making them Hot safe tor trnvel, and
doing this to the most economical manner con•lsb-nt wltti culwUntlal work, and thea k ep thin
Improvement up by a constant m stem of patrol
The State of Maine cannot af
maintenance.
fori at the present time to expend ♦ύ,ιΚΑ» to
#10,11)0 per mile uj on Its roads. The average ex
pecdlture should be very much less than tills
and 1 llrmlv believe t!iat a less expenditure can
be thoroughly practical, and distribute the
benedts of ih's bond money to a much greater
art of the population of the state, thau will be
one under the pre-ent method of construction
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Hebron.
Mr. and Mrs K"bie Sturtevent have a
little daughter, born Saturday morniog
the 24< h.
We are indebted to Kalph Glover's little boys for May Ho were.
Miss Edith Cuahman ia teaching in
Hartford.
Ζ L Packard W. R C. gave a supper
Tuesday aud cleared over twenty dollars.
Ε. M. i-flovrr is making an addition to
hi·· cottatre occupied by W. E. Atwood,
for the purpose of putting in a bathroom.
Ueorge Con tut is also having one put iu
his home.
Vivian Bear ce. who has been very ill
for a few days with pneumonia, ia more
comfortable at the ptesent writing.
We hear that Henry Howard baa had
a slight shock affecting one hand.
We leirneii ytsterday of the death of
Mrs. Ch««s. bheriuan in Santa Barbara,
Calif. Mrs. Sherman waa a sister of Mrs.
Edward S. Dunham, and was a frtquent
kjuest here before goiug to California.
cast nrowuueiu.

There was a large attendance at the
Congregational supper at the Fessendetis' Wednesday evening.
Mrs. H. M. Sanborn h an returned
from her California trip, and is quite enwonderful
thusiastic over the many
sights she has seen. She will continue
in the clothing business for a time.
Two New Tork auto parties have been
at the New liberty.
Came for fishing
but the weather was unfavorable and
they plan to return later.
J. L. Gibson and wife were in town
Wednesday. Mr. Gibson came to go
tithing and Mrs. Gibson to visit friends.
Miss Nellie Warren of Conway, Ν. H.,
has been visiting ber brother, W. C.
Warreu.
Mrs. John Hodgdon is In poor health.
Dickvale.
Mrs Arthur Child was in Farmington
Ust week.
R. S. Tracy is having repairs done on
his house. James Gibbs of North Paris
is doing the work.
The many friends of Jennie Gordon
will be glad to learn she it gaining

some.

Emma Child visited Mr·. R. S.

recently.

Tracy

Maurice Tracy, who ia working at
North Paris, was at his home here April

25.

Mauley Farrar has moved on to the
farm be bought of Cha«. Mathews.
Mildred Tracy is helping Jennie Child

during housecleaning.
Mauley Farrar is working on the road
with bis team for Tom Cunningham.

Several from here attended grange
meeting at West Peru last Saturday, it
being ladies' day, also the last all-day
meeting until October.
Hiram.

Mrs. Lois G. Prince, who has been
with her son, Allen M. Prince, at Somervi ! le, Mass., during the winter, has returned to her home.
Mr. George C. Bray, our popular postmaster, has removed from his house to
the Mansfield house near Hiram Station,
which he has bought.
Gardner H. Rankin, E-q., baa been
appointed a Justice of thePeacc, it being
his fourth commission.
Llewellyn A. Wadawortb, who has
been secretary of the Hiram Board of
Health some fifteen yeara, baa declined a
reappointment, and Mr. Lansing H.
Hubbard of East Hiram baa been selected as his successor.
Mise Abbie Kimball is sick of the

grippe.

moved hi· family there. He married
Mattie D. Bowker of Sumner and four
Lure
children were born to them:
Blanche, who died in Infency, Madge 8.,
wife of Wirt S. McKenney, Ivan H., and
Maud Β who survive and all of whom
reaide at Greenwood, Maa·. He wai a
full of
man of honeat, upright charaoter,
will and had a boat of
cheer and
friend· who mourn hla death and aympathize with the bereaved family. Eapecially hard ia It for the aged mother
whose two children have paased away in
le*a than aiz week·, the daughter, Mra.
Lena Chase, dying at the Central Maine
General Hospital, Lewiaton. Mr. Tuell
Universalist
was a member of W. Paria
parish, West Paria Lodge I. Ο. Ο F.t
and Onward Rebekah Lodge. The body
was brought to West Paris Wednesday
evening aocompanied by Mra. Tuell and
Ivan and Maud end taken to the home of
his mother. Thursday prayer was offered at the home and the body taken to
the Univeraaliet church where the funeral service waa held, Rev. D. A. Ball officiating. West Paris 1. O. 0. F. L;>dge
performed the burial aervice and Onward Rebekah Lodge also attended.
There were pretty flowera. The interment was in Weet Paris cemetery.
Wednesday evening
Mra. John P. Wood is training the
observed as ladies' night, and tbe church
grammar school student· for the graduclubs, Columbian Club, and Gould Acadation exercises.
Among those from out of town who emy Alumni Club were invited to Bethel
attended the funeral of Ε. E. Tuell were: loo and a most interesting evening was
A. VanDenEerckhoven, who has
Mrs. Jennie Brown Dunham of Lyon, spent.
Mas·., Mrs. Lottie H. Willis of Portland, recently purchased a new moving pioMrs. Irvin L. Bowker of Portland, Mrs. turo machine, presented some very inLottie Abbott of South Paris, Mr. and teresting historical views. The Viotrola
Mrs. Herbert Heath, Mr. and Mrs. Guy also waa used as a part of the entertainMiss Margaret E. Herriok renHeath, George and Odell Heath of Suin- meut.
dered a violin solo, with ber sister, Misa
ner.
Blanche
Herrick, accompanist on the
Miss Alice Barden sang at the anniwere served,
versary of Mt. Mica Lodge at South piano. Light refreshments
after which those who enjoy the dance
Paris Monday evening.
Mrs. Harry Hamilton of Greenfield, were invited to stay and enjoy dancing a
Mass baa been spending a few day* while. The lecturer who waa expected
with relatives here. Her father, S. W. was unable to be present, but tbe evenDunham, returned home with her and ing was a most enjoyable affair.
Delliaon Conroy, clerk at Boeserman's
her brother, H. W. Dunham, went to
drug store, baa been ill tbia week, and
Boston with them.
Mra. G. A. Smith went to a private Gard Goddard has been assisting.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Kilborn bave rehospital in Portland Friday morning.
Mrs. Will F. Dunham is visiting her turned and are preparing to open their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Brown. cottage at Songo Pond.
Friends received new· of tbe death of
Mr. Brown has been ill but is gaining.
Theopane Beaulieu went to Quebec Mrs. Eunice Twitchell Bntterfieid in
Mrs. Butterfleld waa
last week to attend the funeral of his Bangor Friday.
boru in Bethel and spent her girlhood
brother.
Mrs. Fannie Emmons and grandson, here. She is survived by one brother,
Karl Haves, of Portland, are visiting ai John Morton Twitchell of Boston.
Many of the teaohera went to Lewlaton
David Emasons' and other friends.
The exhibit of treasurea at Good Will Friday to attend the teachera' convention
Hall Wednesday and Thuraday after- of Androscoggin and Oxford Countiea.
The Boy Scouts of Patrol 2 were reprenoons end evenings proved e very interesting and pleasant affair. There were sented at tbe Boye' Conference at Normany things of beauty and interest. way Friday by Lawrence Kimball and
Patrol 1 was also repMrs. John F. Wood contributed one en- Harold Bartlett.
tire table of articles consisting of alabas- resented.
May ia to be filled with entertainment·
ter vases and urns, foreign pottery and
tbe greatest event will be
many other things of interest. One of in Bethel, and
the most interesting things in the exhib- Chapman concert to be given May 15th.
it was a library table composed of about
MIDDLE INTEBVALK.
14,000 piece?, which was well worth tbe
We have among oar keepsakes, letter·
price of admieaioo. Tbe table is not yet
completed. E. D. Stilwell also had a from a brotber and mother and sister
handsome table in tbe exhibit. Home dated Tarie, March, 1865, who then lived
at South Paria on what was called ibe
made candy and ice cream was on sale.
The Ellis Comedy Concert Co. played Follett farm in the Bieco district. We
here Friday evening. They were a high remember the Pratt orchard and schoolclass company but on account of tbe house, and the place we bad our playheavy rain there was a small attendance. bouees and garden. The garden in parTbe death of Ella Swan occurred at ticular cared for by a then invalid brother
her home on tbe Greenwood road Fri- who now lives in El m ira, N. T., and is a
Mrs. Swan under- carpenter, contractor and builder. Quite
day at 5:45 o'clock
went an operation for the removal of a a number of ns are left, but soon we
Dr. Web- will cross over where loved ones are
tumor Wednesday previous.
The old
ber of Lewiston, assisted by Dr. Wheoiei waiting and watching for us.
performed tbe operation but gave little veteran soldier at South Paris, Cbariee
or no encouragement that she would re- P. IVnley, is the only uncle living on the
She was the Penley side, and all gone on the Packard
cover from the operation.
daughter of George W. and Elizabeth side of uncles and aunts, but a large race
(Dwinel) D 'Ughty, now of Norway. Mrs. of Packards have a reunion in Maasachu
Swan was born in Greenwood and epent sett* yearly. They are scattered all over
nearly all of her life there. She married the United States and nearly all over the
Moses A. Swan and they lived about twe world, one family living in far Australia.
miles from West Paris on a farm but We will give the names of sisters and
brothers now living: S. G. Packard, Elurtu tu sen
! railing neann mane u «ecru
ami Le purcha»ed tbe Hill place near tbii mira, Ν. Y.; Mrs. J. P. Coffin, Denver,
village, where Mr. Swan died about three Colo.; M re. Rune P. Houghtaling, PhilSince then Mrs. Swan ha> adelphia, P;i. ; Dr. Francis Henry Packyears ago.
lived there with Mr. and Mrs. Gerald ard, West Paris; James B. Packard,
Mrs. Swan was 47 Moramouth; H. A. Packard, Portland;
Swift and family.
Her parents and twe Mrs. A. M. Burton, Corinna; Mrs. F. E.
years of age.
brothore, Thaxter Doughty of Norway Osgood, Exeter, Ν. H.
One letter we have preserved is from
and Hollis B. Doughty of West Paris,
survive, also a step daughter, Lois, wife sister Evelyn L. Packard writteu in Deof Gerald Swift with whom she lived. cember, 1861, when she was teaching
She was a member of Onward RebekaL school in Norway. She with the writer
Lodge and Fraukliu Grange of Bryaul and brotber had been students at the
Pond. The funeral was held Sunday a( Norway Liberal Institute with Q. F.
the Univerealist church, Rev. Dwight A. Leonard teacher and principal. She was
the smartest «cholar among the girls In
Ball officiating. She was highly respect
ed and left many friends to mourn hei our family.
We hope some relative of the Penley
loss.
May ball at Grange Hall Wednesday family will purchase the old Penley farm
evening Music by Shaw's Orchestra. now for sale at South Paris, where our
Floor manager, C. A. Bacon; aids, A. C. grandparents once lived, and the writer
Perbam, H. S. Mann, £. J. Mann. One when a child had a home with them
step and hesitation waltzes allowed. about the time father and mother and
Sapper of mashed potatoes, cold roea*, family (then only a few) moved from
salads, hot rolls, assorted cake, dough- Woodrttock Into that neighborhood.
nuts and coffee.
Dancing 50o. Supper That was our first sohool to attend. A
Mr. Stinchtield, afterwards a preaoher,
50c.
Gallery tickets 10ο.
When I got to the
The Ellis Comedy & Concert Co., pre- was the teacher.
seutibg high class vaudeville and farce school house with cold bands and lost
comedy played in the Grange Hall, Fri- book, be chafed my hands, and tbongb
day evening before a very small audi- crying be soon cheered me and sent a
"A
ence.
Special mentian should be made scholar out to piok up my book.
of Joe Ellis, that jolly Dutch comedian, kindnesH is never lost."
A smile—a word—a loving lookwhose funny songs and monologues
Has power we scarce can see.
kept the audience in good spirits. Harry
Then smile on all, and If yon speak,
Harper deserves praise for his work on
O, speak kind words to me.
tbe banjo. As a juggler, Rube Haskell That teaober's form Is beneath
the sod,
cannot be beat.
His stunt, with tbe but that kind act and
eye of sympathy
straw bats, keeping two in the air and one
is just as new as if it occurred yesterday.
on his head, held the attention of those
We remembered that teacher in after
present. Grace Lovell, as pianist, was years when a teacher among little chilvery good and Italia, tbe dancing com- dren, and the influence has ever lasted
ed'enne won hearty applaase. We hope
to have this company with as «gain in
Weat Bethel.
the near future.

good
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Bockflcld.

Μη. F. P. Wlthlngton, vbo bu been
with Mr·. ▲. T. Got· for two week·, returned to Bamford Tuesday.
Theapeolal meeting· will continue an-

other week, wltb en open air servloe in
tbe square every night at 7:80.
The funeral of Mr·. Bertha I. Martin
was held from the borne of her parent·,
Mr. and Mr*. John D. Oerrlab, In Sumner. Saturday at 1:80 P. M., Bev. Mr.
Miller of Sooth Parle officiating. Mr·.
Martin waa 26 year· of age and leaves
her husband, Clarence Martin, and three
brother·, John, Bert and Harold Ger·
rlab. She waa a member of Good Faith
Lodge of Bebekahs of this town, where
parent», Rev. T. C. Chapman officiating. •be
wu born and baa lived for tbe moat
Tuesday Irving Clark met with a seriHe was splitting wood of the time, and where abe will be greatous accident.
uf friends,
with a double bitted ax and it caught in ly miaaed by a large circle
the clothes line, cutting hia forehead to whoae aympatby waa atteated by the
the bone, his nose waa out on the bridge many beautiful floral trlbatea.
H. F. Bawaon baa moved from tbe
to the bone, the cut extending the
on High Street to bis
length of one noatril, and also cutting a Spaulding bouseand
Mrs. Carrie Spaulhome,
gash in the lip. It required ten stitches mother'·
He U doing well, ding will make ber home with them for
to close the wound.
but much sympathy waa expressed by tbe preaent.
Miss Josle Sbaw resumed ber duties
friends and neigbbora.
The body of Mrs. Fanny Clark Patter- In tlio post offloe Monday, after aeveral
son wa· brought to Bethel to be buried weeks' absence.
Mrs. W. C. Allen I· In Portland with
Mra.
in the family lot, laat Tuesday.
Patterson was the daughter of the late her parents for a short visit.
Warren Camp, S. of V., are Invited to
Edward Clark.
The academy atudenta have taken mid- be gneats of A. C. Pray Camp of Lew laton May 12.
term exama. this week.
W. H. Cunant addressed a fruit growN. F. Brown bas been aeriouely ill this
er·1 meeting at Mecbanio Fall· Wednesweek, but is more comfortable.
Mr. and Mr·. H. C. Rowe went to Port- day.
afternoon to see Mr. Rowe'a
land
East Sumner.
father, Ceylon Rowe, who ia in Dr. CousBev. Chester Gore Miller of South
ins' hospital for treatment for blood
poison, caused by dropping a stick of Paris Is to be tbe Memorial Day speaker
The surgeons have at West Sumner. It Is also reported that
wood on his toe.
Dixfleld band Is to furnish music for the
not yet decided to operate.
^William L. Grover of Harrison baa occasion.
Union Grange is to bave a flag raising
been the guest of bis sister, Mrs. Ceylon
the last part of May, to which the G. A.
Rowe, the past week.
the Men'a Club B. and Belief Corps will be Invited, it Is

PBOBATX loncia.
Po all peraons Interested In either of the
hênuiAfter niiftfld :
▲I» Probate Coon, «t Paris, In vacation, In
South Parie
the tttrnΒΐτβη
( tnd (or the County of Oxford, on
ith day of April, in the nu of our Ixjrd
The
Ifleen.
and
!
hundred
nine
Pari·
South
thousand
>ne
told
people
bj
Experience·
the
following matter oaring been pieeented lorIt la
Those who bare bad weak kidneys—
tetlon thereupon hereinafter Indicated,
Who need Doan'a Kidney Pilla—
:
Ordered
lerebv
That notice thereof be gtren to all peraons in·
Who found the remedy effective—
«retted by earning a copy of thli order to he
Suob atat*menta prove merit.
three weeks successively In the Oxpublished
You might doubt an utter stranger. ford
Democrat, a newspaper published at South
at a
You most believe South Pari· people. Paris, In said County, that they may appear
Probate Court to be held at rryeborg, on the
Here'· 8onth Pari· proof. Verify it.
9
of
at
Bret Tuesday of June, A. D. 1918,
Read. Investigate. Be convinced.
the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon
be
folks
1( they see cause.
You'll find why South Pari·
lieve in Dnao's.
Hearjr filrerdla late of pebron, deceased;
"I have uaed Dnnn'a Kidney Pill· and Orel and final account presented for allowanoe
have always found them a good remedy by Exelia ti Irani In, executrix.
for kldnry and bladder trouble," say· ADDISON E. RERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true cou ν—attest:
M re. Prancls S. Harlow, of Skillings
A LBEBT D. PA BE, Register.
18 20
AsVe., South Paria. "They certainly do
•trengthon tbe kidney* and relieve backNOTICE.
ache. I waa feeling badly recently and In the District Court of the United States for ibr I
1
knew that my kidneys needed a tonic.
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
of
)
I got Doan'a Kidney Pills from Sburt- In the matterW.
SAMUEL
KIMBALL, } In Bankruptcy.
left's Drug Store, and they gave me reof Stow, Bankrupt. )
lief in a abort time."
To the creditors of 8amuel W. Kimball, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
LATER TESTIMONY.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 1st day of
"I am certainly grateful for what
May, A. D. 191s, the said Samuel W. Kimball
Doan's Kidney Pills bave done for me," was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
"I meeting of his creditors will be held at thr
said Mra. Harlow on May 1, 1912.
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
willingly confirm my former endorse- Paris, Maine, on the 19th day of Mar, A. D. 1913,
ment."
at 10 o'clook in the forenoon, at which time the
Price 50o, at all dealers. Don't simply said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrapt, and
aak for a. kidney remedy—get Doan'e transact
such other business as may properl?
Harlow
same
that
Mrs.
Pilla—tbe
before said meeting.
come
Kidney
South Parle, Mar 1,1914.
Poster Milbarn Co., Props.,
had.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Buffalo, Ν. Y.
Refereo !n Bankruptcy
20

Convincing Testimony

Bryant's Pond.
Thompson and family,

Peter
who
have been occupying the corner house
tenement, are moving this week to the
Charles Thurston cottage at the head of
the lake.
The Freeman family arrived Friday
from Providence, R. I., and are settled
for the season at Cranestone. John Β
Foster will be employed there the coming summer and have charge of tbe gar
dening and ο her work.
There is still quite an amount of-birch
in the Dearboru Spool Co.'· yard to be
cut into spool stock.
The company now
have over a million of spool and dowel
bars on their landing.
Paul Masse has finished work at the
Allen grain mill and Henry Browu of
Oxfoid baa taken bis place.
Ames A Morse of Rumford Fall· commenced their regular aato stage trips to
this station last week.
E. G. Wing has returned from Boston
where he has been staying with his
daughter, Mrs. Effie Rogers. Mrs. Wing
will return home in a few days and then
Lakeside Cottage will be opened for the

May—clear the way 1

"first of
Ba- ket

*—barrows— bund les ;
Take good care—mind the ware!
Betty, where'* the bundles?
Pots and kettle·,
Broken victuals,
Feather bed*,
Plaster heads,
Looking-glasses,
Tow mattresses,

Mpoonsand ladles,
Babies—cradles,
Cops and sauc- rs,
Salts and castors.

Hurry, scurry—grave and saytrudge the first of May."

All must

SHINGLING !

Before having your buildings shingled,
I
call me up, Telephone Oxford 11-2.
will do the work either by the thousand
or by tbe day.

CHESTER WYMAN,
R. P. D. No. 1, Norway.

1819

WANTED
reliable and active man or woman In BrownH. M. Lowe and Ben Gerrlsb were In fleld, Hiram, Rum ford and Rumiord Corner to
neighborhood magazine cluba. Memtown Wednesday inquiring for cattle for organize
bers receive their favorite magazines at 1-8 lose
•ale.
New
than the regular prlcé and pav monthly.
Elden Tuoker and family have moved plan. Work of organizing pleaaant and highly
time.
and
can be
In
done
profitable
«pare
to Mechanic'Falls, where he has employRegular monthly Income. In replying give
ment.
qualifications and reference. Magazine ComBox 155, Times Square Station, New
Miss Agnes M. Heald of Canton was in
18-19
ork City.
town on
a

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States fo·
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
TIIOMA8 POOLE,
J In Bankruptcy,
of Oxford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Thomas Poole In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 1st day of
May, A. D. 1913, the said Thomas Poole
was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
the first meeting of his creditors will be held at
the office of the Referee, No. 8 Market 8quare,
South Paris, Maine, on the 19th day of May,
A. D. 1915, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon,
at which time the said creditors may attend,
their claims, appoint a trustee, ex-

prove

Act has increased the efficiency of all National Banks as
well as strengthening them.
Our books are examined by National Bank Examiners
under the supervision of the Comptroller of the Currency
Five times a year we publish a
at least twice a year.
sworn statement of the condition of the bank in a newspaper published in the County, thus enabling our customers to keep informed of the standing of the bank.
There is no better protection than that

FOR YOUR MONEY

Thrift is a simple thing but it means a great deal. It
the
foundation of financial success and contentment.
is
Save money and put it where it is safe.
The way

to

To Tone up Your

Mrs. Ε. B. Hines of Canton spent the
week-end with ber son, B. C. Putnam,

It is
a

general

perfect combination

a

tonic and the

source

(Oldest

h) pophosphites.
of physical strength.

^lace

MAINE.

and strongest National Bank in Oxford

County.)

Clean Up

-

AND

Up

Paint
W Ε Ε K!

System You Need

seven

check book and the

OF NORWAY.

18-201

of the

a

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

WALTER L. GftAT,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
8outb Paris, May 1,1915.

You know this is the week observed
as

CLEAN UP and PAINT UP WEEK.

throughout

the Unite] States

Fall in line and do your share
towards making it mean something
in South Paris.

OF HYPOPHOSPHITES

and family.
Linae Libby Is doing some ploughing
for Herman Fuller.
Mrs. Arthur Child has been spending
a few days with relatives in Farmington.
A. B. Tyler joined tbe West Peru
Grange last Saturday.
Vernon Farrar has lately purchased a
horse, it is a beauty.
Will Dixon Is working for Carl White.
George Smith of Monmouth is In town
for a few days. He formerly resided
here.
Mrs. Flora Gordon is papering ber
house. Miss Jennie Gordon is much
better. Her friends are glad to know it,
as she has been ill some time.
It is reported that Jim Tyler has sold
bis farm.

with

meeting.

REXALL COMPOUND SYRUP

DIckvale.

keep

to save is

it is at

amine the bankrupt, and transact such other
business as may properly come before said

Çanv,

Wednesday.

Autoa and frogs are out, and tbe sweet
inspiring music wafted through the evening zephyrs is cheering to tbe lonely
heart. How we should miss the birds if
tbey should be taken away. Protect tbe
birds, tbey are our best friends. Bird
study Is interesting some of our people
and affords much joy.

It is

It will be found beneficial in the convalesence from low forms
of fever and

from

cases

especially

of grippe

Guaranteed

to

in troubles of the throat and

or

lungs arising

We have Mope, Mop Wringers, Scrub Brushes. Brooms
and Dusters; Japalac and Kyanize for your chairs and floors ;

bad colds.

give

satisfaction

or

Yacht Deck Faint for your Veranda Floors, Inside and Outside Faint for your House ; Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds, and

money refunded.

$1.00 per bottle.

Locke's Mills.

Bryant

great deal to you as a depositor. This bank ranks
the
strong banks of the country in the ratio of its
among
working capital to its deposits. The New Federal Reserve
meant a

18

said.

and Prank Bennett are
laying the foundation for George W.
Day's new bouee.
Mrs. Lena Faroum of West Paris was
in town Friday with a full line of up-todate miiinery.
Mrs. Elmer Fluke Is in very poor
health, and is going to Lewlston to consult a npeclalist.
A. W. Bryant of Milton was In town
last week.
Mrs. Arthur Stowell and Mrs. Dennis
Swan were at Bryant Pond Thursday.
I
Chris Bryant and C. B. Tebbets were
at South Paris Thursday on business.
Mrs. D. A. Thurston of Rumford Corner called at David Foster's Wednesday.
C. B. Tebbets has bought George Sails'
bouse, and Cbas. H. Swan will occupy it.
Mrs. Esther Crockett is very ill at this
Azel

NATIONAL BANK PROTECTION

People.

by Xanj

Sunday

I

Grass Seed for your Lawn.

AT THE PHARMACY OF

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO,

Chas H Howard Ço
The

SoiiilL Paris

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Store

Maine

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

writing.

(Ulead.
Samuel Carver and son of Berlin, N.
H., were in town laet Wednesday.
Martin Losier was in Berlin, Ν. II.,
last Monday.
A. A. Newell and wife have moved to
Sbelburne, Ν. Π.
Byron Cummings of Betbel was in
town recently.
Charles Green was In Berlin, Ν. H.,

recently.

Dr. K. R. Tibbetts of Bethel wae in
town laKt Tueoday.
Mrs. Josephine Wheeler has returned
home from Gorham, Ν. Η
after «pending several weeks there with her daugb
ter, Mrs. Β. E. Harrlman.
Annie Sawyer and nephew, George
Sawyer, and Albert Braokett of Portland
are spending a few days in town.
The Gordon & Plorrette Moving Picture Co. gave a show at the town hall last
Tueoday and Wednesday evenings. A
large crowd attended and there was a
dance given after the show.
Jobn Richardson was in Gorbam, N.
H., last Wednesday.
Belen Marr of Portland spent the
week-end in this place.

REGAL SHOES
After all, it is the trifles which count most in dress.
The greatest tailor of the diy grew famous by attention to
the little things.
The success and fame of the Regal Shoe Factory—
one of the largest in the world making Men's fine shoes,—

were established by attention to details.
Every curve,
every seam, every stitch, in Regal Shoes is made with an
This careful
expert's knowledge of what the feet need
regard for trifles, combined with the excellence of material
and perfection of workmanship, is responsible for their
tremendous popularity—the factory capacity being over a
quater million pair annually. It is only possible to touch
briefly upon the many new and interesting Regal models.

MoKeen Monday and Tuesday.
Gerald McAllister from East Stoneham
is rnnning the stripper for Lyman Chute
tills week.
Mr. and Mrs. Joslab Chute and Lyman
Chute wenr to Harrison and Norway on
business Wednesday.
Lyman Billon
carried them in the auto.
Ned and George Weston from Fryeburg were at their camp on Lake K«*z»r
Saturday uljrht and Sunday.
Sarah McKeen is teaching school in
the Dresser district in Albany.
H. M. Adams and John Adams went
to Fryeburg Saturday.
Rouie Adams has got home from Lovell
and is goiog to school.

Waterford.

will find the very best

(the only Regal

YIELDS

TO SLOAN'S.

QUICKLY

Yon can't prevent an attack of Rheumatism from coming on, but you can
Slosn'a
atop it almost immediately.
Liniment gently applied to tbe sore
joint or mu«cle penetrates In a few mln·
utes In the infl»roed spot that cause· the
pain. It soothe· tbe hot, tender, swollen feeling, and io a very short time
bring· a relief that is almost uuhelievsable until you experience it.
Get a
bottle of Sroan'a Liniment for 25c. of
soy druggist and have It io the house—
tgalnst oolds, «ore and awollen join ta,
lumbago, aoiatioa, and like ailment·.
Four money back if not satisfied, bat It
loès git· almost Instant relief.

example of each
vicinity).

store in this

$3.60

up to

model at our store,
Prices range from

$6.00.

EASTMAN & ANDREWS
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

South Paris.

31 Market Square,

It is

impossible to tell you

printed paper just

what

our

011

a

Spring

and Summer Ready-to-Wear Suits.
Garments and Dresses look like.
Just come in and see them. You will
find style and quality and a surprisingly low price.

Your Check is ^bur
<S*ure<rt

NEW ARRIVALS IN COATS,
SUITS, AND DRESSES

Receipt!

At Harrison, April 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Davis, a son.
Kenneth and Ernest Davis are visiting
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Miller.
Temple Hill school began Monday for
the spring term with the same teacher,
Miss Ora Howe of Tagger.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Damon visited at
F. A. Damon's Sunday, aud Mrs. Damon
called on her niece, Mis. L. E. Abbott,
who is oonflned to ber bed by lameness.
We s> e where the Portland Creamery
has told to Turner Creamery, and It was
said just a case of the big fl»b eating np
tbe I'ttleone*, but we tbink that P. C.
C. got their share of little fish from the
farmers.
We noticed Dennis Pike of Norway on

RHEUMATISM

j

They include Russia and Box Calf, Vici Kid, Gun Metal,
Velour and Patent Leather in a great variety of styles.
Whether you prefer the mannish English last, the extreme bump toe, or desire the daintiest of dress shoes, you

North Stoneham.

John Adams sheared sheep for H. B.

The much needed rain came last week.
Dr. Austin Tenney, oculist, was in
town one day laat week.
Potatoes at 30 cents per bushel are
the cheapest article of food In market.
All are pleased to see W. A. Bragg
once more on the Grand Uuion Tea cart.
Francis D. Mills has returned home
from South Carolina, where he spent the
our street Wednesday.
winter.
Nina and Ellis Jacobson have a lawn
Grass is springing up rapidly since the
and croquet set to enjoy this sumrain, and is as forward aa usual on the swing
mer.
first of May.
The last of the big drive of spruce
Wilson's Mills.
from Mason passed down Pleasant river
F.ewis Olson has been laying a bard
Monday, and is now afloat in the Anwood floor for C. T. Fox.
droscoggin.
Mrs. Mary Wilson la quite ill at tbe
Arohle Hutchinson and family moved
on Thursday of last week to the Albion home of ber daughter, Mr·. Nora BenP. Mason farm, wbioh be recently pur- nett.
E. S. Bennett baa sheared his sheep,
chased, adding two new aoholart to the
53 in number, with a Stuart «hearing
village school.
It ia reported tbat James Edwin Pike machine.
is a candidate for postmaster here, and
Harry Hart haa gone to Camp Caribou
will attend the U. S. Civil Service exami- to work for tbe Parmacheenee Club.
In
C. T. Fox la helping on the apring
nation
Norway next Saturday.
Edwin R. Briggs was recently awarded work at E. 8. Bennett1·.
a cash prize for solving puzzles In the
The long-looked for rain began SaturEastern Enigma of Plttaborgb, Pa.
He day afternoon, and a heavy thunder
conducted tbe column of "Mystifica- shower during the night gave as. an
tions" In tbe Portland Transcript for abondance of rain, for whico all are very
twenty-five years, and la known as thankful.
"Rutbven, tbe Veteran Puzzle Editor."

Mrs. Frances E. Wilson is slowly rehis covering from a long and serious illness.
Our first thnnder shower was on Moothe
be day morning.
On
Thursday the mercury fell from 82
has resigned me chairman of the commission, saying that be is out of har- to 40 in nine hours.
season.
mony with the majority of the commisNorth Buckfield.
The member· of the Woodstock high
sion in the policy to be pursued.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Besaey of Rum- school gave their annual benefit to the
ford were recent guests at A. S. Bee- senior class last week. The play preApportionment of Road Money.
sented this year wa·, "At tbe Junction,M
sey's.
At (be meeting <>f the governor and
There are a sufficient number of pupils which was followed by a musicale.
council Wednesday, the apportionment here for a school, and one was
There will be a house erected next
opened
plan of the state highway commission last week, Lena Ingersoll teacher.
month on the Rumford road by George
for expenditure of bond money in 1915
Mrs. Inez Spaulding is taking orders Fcrbea on a lot at the west side. The
The apportionment to for tailor-made
was approved.
clothing.
carpenter work baa been contracted to
the several counties of the state is a·
S. E. Briggs and family and Herbert H. A. Bacon.
follows:
Bowman were at Roy Brtggs' last week.
Harry Page and family are moving to
Φ 73,000
Cumberland
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Heald and son the widow Estea house, recendy pur35,000
Androscoggin................
35.000 Donald were guesta of relatives in Bridg- chased of Joaiah Richardson.
Kennebec
25,000 ton recently.
Aroostook
25,000
Penobscot..
Albany.
Dorothy Moore of Boston, Mass., is
20.000
•Somerset...
Nason McAllister carried hi· wife
15.000 expected at M. A. Warren's.
Oxford
12.000
Work
has
been
commenced
on
the home sick Monday.
Wakio
Harry Churchill la
10.000 cellar of the
Franklin
grange shed.
doing the cooking. Ha fit· in for all the
10,000
Hancock
will
be
a*
odd
Bragdon's moving pictures
7.000
jobs.
Knox
North Paria.
7,000 the hall every Monday night.
Freel Cummings got a bolt book in 1)1·
Sagadahoc...
5,000
Washington
The blacksmith will move bis family
Helen DeCoster wfts a recent guest of band Tueaday, ao hi· father take· bla
3,000
York
from West Parla to the rent of ▲. B.
place at tbe mill.
Nothing Helen Heald.
Lincoln
Mi·. George Connor and children and Abbott on tbe hill.
Β D. Heald is able to walk ont.
Nothing
Piscataquis
The road crew are at work in thia vi- Mrs. L L. Lord «pent Friday afternoon
Gladys Trask, wbo has been vlaltlngln
Ida Rose
at Estella Bean'·.
Bethel, has returned home.
Mayor John A. Small of Bath ba· re- cinity carting in dirt.
to Bethel the last of tbe week and
went
Sybil and Vilo Cum m log· «nd children
turned to his work in the machine shop
Oxford
with
returned
ber.
called at S. G. Bean'· last week.
Tbey
of tbe Bath Iron Works. As his salary
C. L. Morrell has given bis boildinga
Prof. Dyer met with a bad accident, had not been there before since laat
M mayor was not sufficient for hint to
a coat of paint and made many other
the
of
first
his
summer.
finger
live on and devote his time to city affairs, nearly severing
the wound. |
Ε. T. Judklas and hi· father were at improvements.
he had himself elected city marshal alao, left hand. Dr. Farrle dressed
Mr·. Harriman la working et South
The farm has
Miss Hattie Andrews was called to the farm after gooda.
but the court has decided that be could
Paris for a time.
Friends of tbe Portland by the lllneaa of Mrs. Pranoea been sold to Leslie Cnmminga^
not hold both positions.
Mrs. George Curtis ia qnlte stok.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Lord ara soon to
to enable Andrews.
mayor made a subscription
Albert Glbbs baa moved to hi· father'·
Oxford Division, Sons of Temperance, move to Norway, to th· Frenoh farm,
him to pay his living and devote his time
Their daughter, Mra. Co'.tcn, la
a public tnpper Thursday evening. near K. T. Judkina*.
I place.
to city affairs, but he declined to accept gave
also there on » visit.
Raine Morrill la loading dowel·.
Mrs. Ellen Turner has been quite tick.
It.

strongly does Mr. Nelson feel
position in this matter, that since
remarks quoted above were made,
So

I

Indicating the true trend of fashion for the season, embracwants ot
ing the latest designs. Not only anticipating the
as well.
needs
summer
but
milady's spring wardrobe,

Special Offering

We offer another lot of those beautiful Shirt Waist» i
and
colors, including whit·.·,

fancy, figured, stripe

in short si eves, sizes 34 to

cents

each.

plain

46,

at

the little

price

of

9S

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

NORWAY,
PAID that bill. Ton are 8FEE of it And your wife remem
DID too. Bnt here it a NEW BUI with til·
words "PLEASE REMIT!" Rather unpleasant What are yoto
foing do abont itl YOU CANT FIND THE RECEIPT. Well, th
only snre way is to PAT BT CHECK. .Then yon oan show yo
VOUCHERS AS RECEIPTS. The CHECK WAT is the SAFE WAY

MAINE

YOUbers that yon

PAY YOUR BILLS BY CHECK.
We pay 2 per cent interest on check account οίΙΙδΟΟ and over,
hundreds. Interest credited to your acoount last of every month.
Saving* Department Conneoted with

on eves

BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE J

ParisTrust Company
MAINE

SOUTH PARIS
CASTORIA

For Infants and diMraa.

Til KM Yw Han Ajiqs Bau(kl

Bears the

Signature
Of

FOOTWEAR!
buy your spring
shoes call and see the new styles
Before you

for

men

high

or

and ladies, all leathers,
Full stock of
low cut.

Rubber Sole Oxfords and Pumps

$2.50—$3.60.

W. 0. Froth ingham,
South Paris,

Maine.

The Oxford Democrat
South Paris, Maine, May 4.

iQif

SOUTH PARIS.
«oi'TH kakis roiiT orric·.
7:30 a. M. to 7 30 r. M.
Offlee Hours
TKCXK RAIL WAX.

O HAM υ

Beginning Sept. 38, 1913,
eoi'TH

lk %vk

tka:»*

Ka*t ): 5 36

*t

;

c

».

al, <lally except

p\r:s

m., express, dally
Sumlay ; 5.U7 p. m.

UllvWert! 9:43 A.m., express, dally;
1. val, <tally except Sunday ; 8 Λ" p.m.
expre»*. ΊαΙΙτ.
«fi* r·. ·*.

;v

CHI KO HIS.

.-relational Church, Rev. A. 1. Mc
K.iitor. 1'rea.hlnu service, 10:4ft Α. M.;

r.

11 :45a.M.; Y. P. S. c. K. e.-w
Κνβηΐβκ service 7 00 r. m.; church
•iln^ Wednesday evening At 7 JO r. M
lerwlse connected, are cordially In

μ

Church, Rev. C. I. Spear, Pastor
if, n; rnlnv irayeruievtlnz 10.1» A. M.
10:45 Α. a.; Sabbath Scho<>
erv!>
worth League Meeting β 00 ι», m.;
λ Wednesday evening 7:30; cIas

Μ·-.-

Κ

·.·

lav fcnlng 7:30.

:iurch. Rev. F. L. Cann, Pastor.
preaching service 10:45 a. M.. Sab>c, 1:
m.; Y. P. S. C. E., (5:15 r. M.;
,··!:·»· 7 40 P.M.; Wednee lay evening
c

.τ,

■--

Α'·

«•r service 7:30.
ΌΐΊβ.
-, it Ci.urch,
κ.

Seats

All

free.

art

Rev. Chester Uore Miller,
l're:».-hlng service every Sunday at
Suu'lay School at 12 M. T. P. C. U
βΓΑΓΚΟ ΜΚΕΠΜϋβ.

if.

*

Kevulai
M.—Pari Lodge, No. 94.
λ
venin* on or before full tnoon.
-Mount Mlca Lodge, regular meetevenlu of each week—Aurora
t.*:; ret and .hlrd Monday evening!
onth.
M 'unt Plevean Rebekah Lodge, No.
tecond and fourth Fridays of each
ΙΊ Fellows' Hall.
!{.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 148, mee>
mtrl Saturday evenings of each
υ. Λ. R. Hall.
χ
Kimball Circle, Ladles of the G. A
liret And third Saturday evenings of
Mb. '·η Grand Army Hall.
—Joshua L. Chainuerlaln Camp meets
Ί Tuesday night after the full of the
·.

—Parts <iran<e. m-ets first and third
f etch month, in M>*rge Hall.
ij.C.—secon an*l fourth iloaUay* of
month.
(.ι
·>
!·.<>. Ρ—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
■. Mxon l and luurth Wednesday evenlnge
a I I month.
f P.—Hamlin Lodge. No, 31, meets every
:sy evening at Pythian Hall.
1

ν

Λ

water has been rained on
if it was all but frozen.

Kood lot of

i.$, even

Manufacturing Co. began
half holiday for

The Mason
wt-ek its
the season.

Saturday

,4.«t

Rev. F. L. Cane returned Friday from
Mrs. Cann
m trip to Nova Scotia, and
fr m Kennebunk.

May bail at Grange Hall, Tuesday
Shaw's
Both tl )ors.
evening. May 4.

Orchestra for round dances.

Harry Ε Maxim of Portland was with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Maxim, a few days last week.
hie

The winter and sprint; accumulation
of sand and dirt was cleaned out of the
sewer catch basins last week.
A

cabinet has

typewriter

new

been

placed in the office of the clerk of courts
which is an exceedingly handsome piece

of work in

quartered

oak.

The regular May program afternoon of
the Euterpean Club was omitted this
year, and iu its place the annual meeting
f the club is held this Mouday after·
:) ><<□ with Mrs. CoraS Briggs at Highland Cottage.

Mr and Mrs. Ο. H. Bumpus went last
where they have
week to Onset, Ma*s
two cottages, and where they spend a
They do not
portion of each summer.
sually go till later in the season, but
Mr Bumpus has work engaged for (he

summer.

ΓΙβί'κβ

lias

Cloeru

uia

ujcai

market ia what is known as the Bennett
building in Market Square, and has returned to Norway. The first floor of the
building, which he vacated, will be reC.
modeled and occupied by Alton
Wheeler as hi· law office.
The grade school teachers of the village and a number of the rural teachers
were in attendance at the Atklroscotcgn
and Oxford teacher#' convention at Lew·
ist-in Friday. No schools were in nession
except the high school, which made up
one of the days lost at the openiug of the
term on accouut of Principal Carver's
illness.
Ε. T. Hubbard, who has been in the
of Eastman Λ Andrews through
the winter, and Mrs. Hubbard, bavegoue
to Lovell, where they run a camp during
the summer. Their children remain with
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Eastman un'il
I. Ε
the close of the term of school.
Andrews is now in the Eastman Λ An
drews store all the time.
store

There was a hearing at the court
house Friday in the lawsuit of Alpbeus
S. Brooks vs. Benjamin R. Billmgs, referred to Judge Α. M
Spear of Gardiner.
The case involved the location of a
line in the town of Greenwood, the de,'eudant having done eoiue cutting on
the disputed territory. Hon. James S.
Wright for Brook*, Alton C. Wheeler
'"Γ Billing·.
A considerable number of
witnesses were here here to give testimony.

Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Powers of Hanover
with their daughter, Mrs. W. C.
Thayer. Wednesday and Thursday, stopping off here wtiilo on their return trip
from the west, where they bave spent
the winter. A greater part of the time
they spent in California, visiting many
p aces of interest, and where Mr Powers
met ou# brother whom lie had uever
»'"^n.
Despite the attractions which the
wes· can offer, both Mr. and Mrs. Pow
ers prefer Maine for their home.
were

pleasant social affair in
Pythian Hall Tuesday eveniug, following
the short regular session of Hamlin
Temple, Pythian Sisters. Those present
were the members of Hamlin Lodge, Κ
P., and Hamliu Temple, P. S., together
There

was

a

with husbands and wives of members
who were not themselves members, and
1'ennen.seewassee Lodge and Lake Tompie of Norway. A large cir load came
from Norway, and the whole number in
attendance were nearly 200. The special
feature of the evening was the presentation of their floor work by the Knigh'a
in their robe*, followed by the floor work
of the Sisters, and it is generally admitted that the Sisters excelled. There was
also a little musical
entertaiument,
games and dancing, and a good time

socially.

Mt. Mica Lodge observed tbe ninetysixth anniversary of Odd Fellowship at
its lodge room Monday evening with rppropriate exercises in the presence of a
large number of the members, Kebekahs
and a few invited guests, making a gathering that tilled tbe ball. Tbe officers of
the lodge occupied their chairs and
Noble Grand Robert Paterson presided.
Prayer was offered by the lodge chaplain.
Ransom D. Gould, and an address of
welcome was given by Alton C. Wheeler,
In which he spoke of the history of the
order in Its ninety-six years of existence
on tbe American continent, and the
prospects that are before it aa it approaches tbe ceutury mark. He also paid
high tribute to tbe late Hon. A. S. Kim
ball, whose work and influence had
meant so much for the good of the
Mr. Wheeler's remarks were
order.
the closes!
very interesting and be held
attention of all while he was speaking.
Music for the occasion was furnished by
ami
an orchestra composed of Mi«s Grace
Bert Dean, violins; Frank Knapp and
Frauk Kimball, ctfroets; Uarold Merrill,
trombone; George Soper, drum·; and
Mrs. Herman Wilson, piano, and theii
Mi·· Alict
w.*rk was mjcb enjoyed.
Barden of West Paris was the soloist ol
the evening, and was obliged to respond
to enthusiastic encores after each nutn
ber. She was most generous in tbia reher ac
spect. Mis· Ida Dean acted as
com pan 1st.
A cornet solo by Frank
Knapj.. «ad ia response to an encore the
playing of "Tbe Rotary" by the same
musician, was also a feature of tbe enter
taiuinent that was thoroughly enjoyed.
Tiure were alao remarks by Rev. Measra
Miller, Spear, and McWborter, Mr. Cant
t>eiug out »f town and not present, and
by Paat Grand· Shurtleff and Swett
After the program was completed io«
cream and fancy cracker· were set vet
®nd a social oloaed what proved to b· I
»oai pleasant eveninf.

j

▲

combination

whooping cough and pneumonia

I At the 1mt meeting of Oxford ChapCloud· and rain continued for tbreis ter, Ο. Β. 3., .even cendtdiitee were lnl·
day· oan bot little dampen the ardor oll tiated, refreebmeote «erved and » plaa·ooly the true American boy, and in- ant evening enjoyed.
terfered «lightly with the MQpnd boy·' tog, whloh oceore Thursday, May 13th, a
be
conference for Oxford County, whichι clan of candidate, from Oxford w
opened at Norway Friday nlgbt, andI initiated. It le expected there will oe
extended through the next two day·. thirteen or more admitted at that time.
▲11 the· session· were held a· echeduled, ,
Carpenter· are bu.y, there Wng many
and were ailed with enthuilaam.
who are making repair· on their reiiA total of 125 delegate· were In attend- denceethl· «prlng «nob aa •Mngllng,
ance at the conference, coming from ·βν- bulldlog on window·, plMiM, et0·
eral towns and from numerou· organiaa- E. Walker i· having a fine
tion·, boy·' club·, Boy Soout patrol·, onto hi· residence on Cottage Street
end will have it aoreened. H. E. Mi*er
Sunday School·, etc.
Several thing· will attraot the attention and Qulnn Pratt are at .work there.
of one who for the fir.t time ·ββ· one of
John MoKeen of Weet Parla apoke
tbeae gathering·. One of the«e i· tbe moat lntere»tlngly before the
devotion of the leader·, who put their Endeavor Soolety of the
time wholeheartedly into the work, and church Sunday evening, April »tb.
meet the boy· on the level of equality HI· subject wa· Finland, and hi· talk
and comradeship
perhapa felloweb ρ dealt with the country, It· location, govshould be the term, as the common form ernment and cuatom· of the people. He
of address throughout in talking to the also apoke concerning the work of the
boy· la "fellows." And one can but be Finn colony at Weat Parla of which he ·
impressed with the interested appear- one. Mr. McKeen I· an
ance of the boys, the zeal which the? briiht young man, I· a graduate of Pari·
manifest and the promise of clean and High School and had one of the
usefnl manhood which i· ·ββη in their part·, and la now a student at Bate· Col-

Hlggias-SUoley.

of

Jobo W. Higglna, the register of deed·
•aid to be the canne of death.
of Somerset County, and Mlu Florence
Mr. and Mr·. Wilbnr Pride of Norway Stanley were married Monday evening,
Lake are both in poor health, Mr·. April 26, at the home of the bride in
Pride being under the care of a trained Kesar Fall».
The ceremony wa· perwa·

NEW DRESSES
Folks

Little

For the

formed by Rev. C'ymbrid Hughe· of the
Miae Bertha Mann ia to take the plaoe Methodist church.
The ounple wereI
for
aa
of Mise Ara Tbyng
bookkeeper
unattended and only Immediate relative*
Shoe
Co.
Jeliiaon
the Carroll, Peabody,
and frienda were present. They went on
Misa Thyng has accepted a position with Tuesday to Skowhegan, where their
Oalo Brother* of Ilaverhill, Mm·.
once saw
home will be. Thia marriage ia tbe culTlie funeral of Mr». Sutan Keiley took mination of a romanoe that started while
can
place at her home on Alpine Street Sun- Mr. Higgina waa a teacher In her home ones
so
day afternoon attended by Rev. C. O. town and through the association with
Mr·. Keiley'· death occurred her brother while tbe two men were in
Miller.
Prlday morning and waa due to old tbe legislature about four year· ago.
a
and
age
general breaking down, Tbe bride la a girl of much business
•be being 82 yeara old. She waa the
ability and for aome years baa been
daughter of Samuel and Susan (Wood) a**istant caabler in tbe bank at Kezar
Pike and waa born in Norway. She be- Fall*. The groom ia a graduate of Bow·
best
DRESSES for
of good
DRESSES for
came the wife of Thomas Keiley, who a doin
College, baa alwaya been a atudent
few years after their marriage waa kill- and ia mauler of several language*. material in medium size checks, ity gingham in neat stripes, trim·
med with plain material with pip·
ed in a railroad accident and the support Since bia
graduation and up to the time
has
trimmed with
and care of two obildren which bad been of bia election be baa been engaged in
ings and hamburg, belt cuffs and
mateborn to tbem fell on the mother, who
teaching, having been prinoipal of sev- collar, cuffs and belt of
arm&eye piped, wide band of plain
was, however, more than equal to the eral high school*.
skirt.
has
! color on bottom of skirt, several
rial,
pleated
task. The daughter bas passed away,
other very pretty
but the son, Fred, survive· hi· mother
Methodist Appointment·.
and baa lived with her. During her laat
*
MIDDY DRESSES for
Maine
the
session
of
the
recent
At
illness she was cared for by her grandDRESSES for
the two district
made of white galatea, has middv
nifce, a daughter of Herbert Pike of Methodist Conference
has waist part of
one
Lisbon Falls. Interment was at Pin· superintendents were exchanged, Rev. J.
blouse, laces at sides and ncck with
M. Frost, D. D., who ha· been prealdlug color, skirt of small
Qrove cemetery.
material,
colored
plaid
strings, braid trimmed collar,
A largo delegation from Norway lodge in tbe Auguata district, being transferred
skirt.
has
has
cuffs, and bow of
16
of Odd Fellows and Mt. Hope Rebekah Ό Portland, while Rev. D. B. Bolt, D. collar,
Harold Bailey ba· opened a garage on
from the Portland to the Auarriving from various part·
D.,
goes
service
the
attended
anniversary
Lodge
of the county were met at the trains, and Bolater Street and will make a epeclalty at
Fewer change· than
the Methodist church Sunday fore- gusta district.
taken to their place· of entertainment. of repair· on Ford care.
of pastors were
noon and listened to a very able dis- usual in tbe assignments
The firm of Cooke 4 Smith, Kio«k course
Headquarter· were at the Norway Contbe pastor, Rev. H. L. Nich- made. Those in this vicinity are:
by
gregational church, but the conference smiths, ba· been dissolved and Mr ols. The 2d chapter of 1st Peter was
Mechanic Falls and W. Mlnot— Royal A. Rich.
9
•
opened with a banquet at Norway Grange Smith baa moved hi· family back to read as a Scripture lesson and tbe text Fryebnrg, Stow and Sweden—W. C. Beede.
About 150 were Walnut Hill, while Mr. Cooke continue,
Hall Friday evening.
bold
its
session
will
The
conference
"Honor
whs taken from the 17th verse,<
of plaid
MIDDY DRESSES for $1.35—
DRESSES for
nested at the table·. Mueic was provided the biackamith bnaineaa and haa Ed Ayer
all men. Love tbe brotherhood.' Fear next year at Rumford.
gingham, has collar and cuffs of made of linen color material, the
by the Norway High School Orohestra. of Bridgton at work for him.
God. Honor the King."
Bon. A. J. Stearns acted as toastmaater
A large number of member, from Fen.
edge blouse has collar, cuffs and bands of
A verdict for damage* for personal in- white material with
for the exercises which followed. Wel- neseeewaaaee Lodge, K. of P., and
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. juries to tbe amount ol 911,750 was given and embroidery.
Vinton,
white pique, trimmed with blue band
from the boy· Lake Temple, P. S., enjoyed a pleasant
was extended
come
case
whose
Knowles of Augusta, four yean; of age, a Livermore Falls man
of even
DRESSES for
by noward Chick of Norway and evening a. tbe gue.t. of Hamlin Lodge died Tuesday from injuries inflic'ed up- against tbe International Paper Co. w*s
with four rows white soutache braid,
Richard Millett of South Pari·; from and Temple of South Pari. Tuesday.
on him in some way by a
big horse tried at Auburn last week. Needless to striped gingham, has sailor collar, silk lacing, very neat flare skirt.
the churches by Rev. Messrs. Bruce and
matecuffs of
Norway Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., °onferr«d which be.waa leading to water.
wide belt,
Bay, tbe case will go to the law court.
Nichols of Norway, McWhorter, Miller the initiatory degree on four
has tunic skirt.
of
rial,
DRESSES for
and Spear of South Paris; from the busi- Tuesday evening. It I· expected that
in assorted
chrck
ness men by Ε. N. Swett of Norway. , hese candidate, will reoelfe the,βηΛ deDRESSES for $1.35 of
of white
Response for the boys was given by créé Thured.y evening of thi. wee* at
gingham, front of wa?st has panel of colors, has sailor colhr
the
Lester K. Henry of Rumford, president South Pari·, Mt. Mica Lodge
plain mat* rial, ι-dge with fine him- pique with plaid tie, the sleeves,
of the 1918 conference, and for the lead- work in accordance with the exchange
material,
e.a by J"hu E. Stephens of Rumford. An of degree woik which exista between
burg, collar and cuff* trimmed with \oke. belt and skirt of
has tunic of
address on "Manhood" by Orlando E. I tbe ι wo lodge..
material, has tunic skirt.
plain
I
Front of Belfast closed the program. All
T. L. Bea'h has had the atone cruaber I
the speeches were brief, and tbe session which has been on a lot near hie n»*i·
closed about 9:30.
at Lower Main Street and on
Saturday forenoon was very fully oc- which be bas made varloua repairs as
at
8:30
cupied with a program beginning
opportunity offered moved to his stone
with a song service, and quiet hour lea quarry on P.ko Hill, where he can uee it
RUSSIAN SUITS for 50c—
by R^v. J. M. Arters of Rumford At in counec ion with his stone woik. R
OLIVER TWIST SUITS for 50c
Herman Woodworth the busiuess session the foliowiug offi- K. Morrill with two yoke of oxen and
Soldier
materials in
m
ule of good
and
blouse
6
2
to
size
pants
years,
Hamlin Lodge, Χι». 31, Κ. of P., will Song—"Thai's the One I Call My■
cers were chosen, and were immediately two pair of horses did the moving and il
bias
one stvle made of goid ma- neat stripe, trimmed with
observe l'yttii.au Memorial Sundav at the
the
attached,
of
and
took
introduced
procharge
1>ue t —' 'ï>ecc m her
·'
band.
Another
terial in tan color.
m arte" Ne wto η ceedings:
Baptist church, May It), at 2:30 P. M.
g reenleaf and wife, accompanJu.t a LIUle
All members are requested to meet at Soni^-She
ied by C. H. Ranger and wife, go ι hi*
Pre*.—Cecil C. Sweat», An.lover.
has white blouse with blue collar,
RUSSIAN SUITS for
Vice-Tree.—Clement
Woo·!, tourt Farts Monday to Sugar Island,
i'yihian Hall at 1:30, will leave the hall
culls and pocket, blue pants.
Kvorett Sliea, Kumford; Howard thick, Norat 2 o'clock for the cemetery, where ap
made of striped Galatea cloth with
where Mr. Greenleaf will put bis
Lake,
Bethel.
Harris
Hammond.
way;
the Garbago Gentle
propriate services will be held, then will Whistling Chorus—"Àt
See.—Burton Byron, Rumford.
OLIVER TWIST SUITS for belt of
"
camps in readiness for the coming se.i
color with piping.
men's Ball
march to the church. Sermon by Rev.
Aeat. Sec.—Lester Tbumtou, Andover.
of Galatea cloth in all
If any parts were to be selected for
in sailor style, has
Mr. Caun. A male quartette will furAnother
As one of the features of the forenoon
Harold Allen has a new Ford run· I
white. Another style has blouse of
nish music. All members of the order special mention they would be the render- program there wa· a report on 'What
w de collar, braid trimmed with tie,
Fur- ing of tbe duet. "December Mom,
by One Boys' Club has Accomplished,
are cordially invited to be present.
pencil stripe with collar and culls of
Laselle ha· been in Boeton for
Mrs. Perkins and Miss Newton, and My
ther notice next week.
material, pants of plain color. In* white sheild with emblem.
by Cecil C. Sweatt and Victor FT
given
plain
Rosary of Dreams," by Mi·· Andrews Akere of Andover, who described the
town Friday, and nearly
and the chorus.
Sunday School Convention.
work done in a year and a half by their all the teaobera attended the convention
;
a epecialty by
Henry
the
evening
Friday
the
for
A Sunday School convention
club, on the principle of "helping
of the Oxford and Androscoggin teachwas added, he playiDg violin
other fellow," including the younger ers at Lewiston.
central distriot of Oxford County will be Cummings
I
and
same time.
harmonica
at
the
Nor
in
had
assisted
whom
held at the Congregational church,
organMr. and Mrs. Ralph Young have mov
they
boy·,
number·
In
the
the
several
second
part
this
on
of
address
week,
excellent
on
An
to
Mr.
May
"Symback
Wednesday
Young having
izing.
Bethel,
way,
were:
5.
metrical Manhood" was given by t. L.
Character
L
Sonic—"I Wants Ma Pay,".......
1 i at field of New York, and another on
MOKN1NU SESSION.
L,^ Μ...·, κ.
..fTkate Hammond. George Brlgge
10 15 fraise anil Prayer Service.
"Community Work" by Archie F. Win- guest of hi· parent·, Mr. and Mr·. Sum I
and UM^,
Song
10 :30 Cradle Koll ( ontereoce,
Êimw Ôesn ter of Kennebunk, with discussions led ner Parker, and I· enjoying the fishing
Mrs.
M led M md Pike. Norway;
Twelve Young Ladles
Tambourine iirÛl
by A. A. Heald of Water ville, and par- at the lake, having made eome good
Kratik Taylor, South Paris; Mrs.
and Pantomime—"Ma LIUle
Song
Emma Κ
Kotilneon, Bethel; Each
Ιλο W alton ticipated in freely.
Kate Hammond, ^lAkaraa
Love "
Cr*<lle Koll Superintendent.
Rain prevented the ball game which
Mrs. Rosea Abbott, who
Novelty So'ng-"The Boy Who Stuttered and
11 30 Kc ports from Schools,
the Girl Who Lisped,»the boys were to attend Saturday
have spent the winter with Mrs.
Each delegation kindly appoint one
to
eight- bott's sister, Mrs. C. C. Tibbetta,
of their number to report.
noon, but the time was given
Character
AFTKKNOON SESSION.
seeing and other enjoyments.
Kennebunkport, have returned to their
Junction
of
Greenville
B.
Nelles
R.
home in this village.
1:30 Business Session,
aillMIIIIIIIIIIIHtlMIlHIIItlIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMHIIHHfflllllHIIIIIIIIMIIIHIIIIHMIMtttMIMaiMMMIM··!
minimiimanii iaaiiaaaaaaaaaaaaaiaaaaiaiaiaaaaiiaaaaaiaiaaaaHaaaiaaaaiaaiiaaiaaiiaaaaaiaaaiiaaaaaaaaaaiaaaaiaaaaa
Adoption of Constitution, Election of
led the devotional service at the SaturHarry Bust Post and Corps have re
date
anil
of
Selection
place
Officers,
Misa Flora Brooke wa· added to the
session. An illustrated ad- ceived and accepted an Invitationι to
evening
day
of uezt mettlng.
of
thoeo
the
othere being
list in the drill,
dress on the topic, "Among Country visit A. A. Dwinal Corps
Singing.
who had appeared in the firet part.
2 15 Teacher Training Talks,
Boys," was to have been given by Mr. Falla on Tuesday, May 4 b. It was
Kev C. 1. Spear, South Parle, Lead
were
executed
in
the
drill
Evolutions
Hatfield, but he was called away In the thought beat that each one ebould make
er; Miss Xellle WbUmore, Bethel; with
numand
and
every
grace
precision,
afternoon. The elide· were used, and their own arrangements lor
Wesley J. Weir, General Secretary;
Mrs. C. I. Spear. South Paris; Kev. J. ber of the program was pleasing, but the A. A. Heald substituted as lecturer, givKev H L. Nichols returns to tbe NorJ. Hull. >tote Work; Mrs A.T. Mc- stormiest applause greeted
tbe ο laing an account of the organized work be- way Methodist church for another year,
W norter, South Paris.
Kate Hammond and Mr.
Mrs.
timers,
in
numermuch to the satisfaction of the en. r«
ing done among country boy·
Class Teachers.
Briggs, in their several acts.
the aus- membership of the parish and tboee win
ous states of the Union under
EVKN1NO SESSION.
A delightful skit, "Mrs.
Maltby s pices of the Young Men'· Christian AsGeneral Topic, Evangelism.
Andrews sociation.
Mole," presented by Ralph
wbo h« .p.»·
We sh:ill not wait until we move back into our re7 ΛΜ Praise Service.
,
closed
the proand
Arliue
Miss
Crocker,
7 Λ) Address, Wesley J Wclr, General Sec'y.
The boys attended cburch and Sunday tbo winter with Mr. »od Mri.
stoie before showing our new goods.
Every day
>dded
m
7:50 Address, J J. Hull, Adult Depaitiuent,
School with their respective hosts Suo- is visillng at Lyndouville, Vt., for tw ι
Held Work.
The grange sale was held Thursday day
to our assortment.
we are adding
Mm. May Wbl.o. of So»·'and two conference sesk.
morning,
Ou Friday evening Rev. J. J. Hull of afternoon in the banquet hail, and a
sions were held later. In the afternoon ville, Mass., Mra. Sobwartx'a cousin, Is
Portland, state secretary of adult work variety of articles found ready customers. a strong address was given
R- B. here for a visit. The Schwartzes will soon Frederick Hale Candidate for
Senatorial Nomination
for the Sia'e Sunday School Asssocia- One item of the sale was fifty pounds of
our
corner
at a meeting for men and older go to their cottage at the lake for the
Neile»,
Memorial
tion. will speak at Deering
Prederick Hale, momberof tbe Repub- publican Domination lor united aiaren
candy, almost all of which was made by boy· at the Congregational church.
rummer.
workers
adult
All
to
bosee us.
St nator in 1016. I have decided
Churcb, Sou'h Paris.
tb« committee in the grange kitchen the
Genrgo Bancroft of Manchester, «. lican National Committee from Mainp,
Sunday evening the final session was
and at the proper time
are especially invited.
day before.
beid in Norway Opera House. AH the II takes the place of Mr. Pbilpot at the lias made a public announcement of bis come a candidate
of
the
the
Khali
seek
Senate.
support
actively
candidacy for the United States
churches united, and the house was ofioe factory.
to supply your wants.
Soule-Morton.
You'll find us quite well
with an Ex- Republicans of Maine. If nominated
Base Ball.
nearly filled. Résolutions of thanks to
Guy P. Stevens received every vote Mr. Hale in an interview
all
in
do
the
shall
at
I
have
and
was
a
"I
my
power
There
elected,
wedding
be
beld
Advertiser
said,
May day
1
reporter
all who bad assisted were adopted.
press
cast at the election of Company D
Fato still decree* that Paris High and
to maintain the principles of the Repubhome of Mr. and Mrs. George R. Morton feature of the
Lewiston High shall Dot meet υα the
evening wa· an «ddre·· at ι be armory laat Monday evening for been In correspondence with Republiof
at
noon
of
South
Paris
Saturday,
various
was
cans
iu
high
the
of
action
parts of the state and lican party whose triumph, I believe,
the office of oaptain. Such
by Jeff C. Smith, state secretary
base ball diamond, the raiu of Friday
enter will bring back a much needed prosperiMies Rizpah Kath- Y. M. C.
to
and Saturday making it impossible (or when their daughter,
Α., on the work of the Asso- not unexpected aa Mr. Stevens bas work- bave received encouragement
to the state and nation."
Mr.
was united in marriage with
This was acccompanied with ed bard for the good of the company and tbe primaries as a candidate for the Re- ty
ciation.
the two teams to play the name sched- erine,
Full assortment of Summer Underwear. New
Soule of South Windham. lantern
uled to take place m Lewiston Saturday Arthur Cobb
slides, illustrating all phase· of is very popular with all the members.
were
the numerous lines of work undertaken Guy Swett waa elected lit lleutenaut,
afternoon. Tine ia the fourth attempt Relative* and a few intimate friends
ment of Hathaway Shirts. Khaki Trousere and Coats.
WHOOPING COUGH
Here and There.
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and Silk
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house
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loyal to the new offioera and working ed States Fish Commission is being Tar-Honey Is a remedy which looaen·
the alcove in the hall, and the ceremony
Maine News Notée.
this season it will bave to be a mid-week
bard for ita aucoesa, the prospect for the
wet quick relief for whooping couch,
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follows:
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was performed by Rev. Chester
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Buck field High School has engaged
Shaw's orchestra of seven men to furnish
music for their graduation concert and
ball which will be held June 11th.

James

Qriogt wee η greet eucoee·. Crowded
dinner will b* aerved by theI bonaee heard the
program each night,
Good Cheer Sooiety at 12 o'olock Tues- and gave the several
performer· then
meed of applenae with an enthusiasm
day, at 15 cent·.
Snow decorated the Woodstock moun- not alwaya manifeated by a South Pari·
audience.
tain· which make oar northern
aky line,
Particular oredlt for the auooeea of the
Sunday morning.
affair la due Mra. I. *. Andrew·, who
Robert Pateraon'· father, Robert Pat- haa been In general charge of the prepaerson, of Regina, Saskatchewan, ia with ration and haa put a deal of time and
him to spend the sommer.
effort Into it
Perhape judging on the atandard of
Mr. and Mrs. Wro. J. Wheeler went
the old-time mluatrel «how with ita InFriday for a visit to their daughter, Mra. tense
atmosphere of alleged Africanism
Rl>y £. Cole, in Canton, Mas·.
and ita many tricks and turn· verging on
The Ladies'Missionary Circle of the horee play, the program might not have
Congregational church will meet with been considered superior. Bonee and
Mrs. A. W. Walker Tueeday afternoon tamboe did not contort their bodies and
at 2:30.
features Into impossible twists, nor make
Rev. A. T. McWborter will give an ad- jokes with a little ahade on the color,
drees on "The Message of Jonah," next nor were the songs a jumble of alap daah
Sunday evening at the Congregational of the supposedly correot minstrel vajlety. But as a feast of melody, and a
church at ? o'clock.
succession of varied acts, all clean and
The sermon at the Universally church
high grade and almost uniformly enter
Sunday morning wtta given by R. B. taining, it was certainly all right.
The
Xelles, who waa here attending the boys' only criticism of the progre/n is that It
conference. Mr. Xelles is in charge of wa* a little
long, but it is not the first
the T. M. C. A. work for the lumberman offender in that line.
at Greenville Junction, where there is a
A chorus of thirty voloee aang In the
circle or first part.
large and well equipped building.
Albert D. Park was
An invitation to a cam ρ Are, to be interlocutor, Leo Walton and Elmer
Dean
were pickannlee; Ralph Andrews
given on Tuesday. May 4th, by Dwinal
Relief Corp·, Mechanic Kails, has been and Henry Cumminga bones; Raymond
In
extended to Win. Κ Kimball Poat and Penfold and Roy Perham Umbo·.
Circle of the Ladiee of the G. A. R. the front row of the chorus were Messrs.
Will members of the latter order wish- Albert Dean, Robert Whittle, Henry
Shaw. L. S. Sessions. William Ruth, Heriog to attend the same send their names man
Woodworth, Herbert Woodwortb,
as suon a· possible to sister Lillian
Raymond Ruasell, Clarence Wmelow.
Shaw.
In the second row were Misses Dorothy
Mt. Mica Lodge will work the first
Wight, Marie Newton, Muriel Bowker,
degree Thursday evening on five candi- Ida Stiles. Eva Andrew·, Glady· Hatch,
dates, four of whom are from Norway Mabel Allen, Glad*· Doran,
Evelyn
Lodge. There will be a rehearsal for Wight, Mrs.
Agnea Perkins, Miss Myra
the degree Tuesday evening, and as this
Haggett, Miss Doris Culbert, with Mian
will probably be the last time the degree
Viola Walton as J<»e Van Derwuret.
will be worked this spring, every memShaw's Orchestra of five piece· includber of the team should be preaent at ed
Mrs. Davee, piano; Howard W. Shaw,
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clarionet; Walter S. Steam·, vloliu;
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. Ν Anderson, who bad Frank P. Knapp, cornet ; George Soper,
been visiting their son in Watertown, drums.
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Maso., and had made trips to other
OVEBTUHK
places, arrived home Sunday noon, accompanied by Mrs. Anderson's brother, Song—"I'll SU on the Moon and Keep My
on You."
feyes
Myra Hsggett
of
F. E. Xeedham, and Mrs. Xeedham,
Song—"CelebraUng Day In Tsomsm·.
Portland. Mr. Xeedham has returned
........Marie Newton
home, Mrs. Xeedham remains for a few Song—"Marte Mine,"
days. During his trip Mr. Anderson
covered about 600 miles with his motor Song —' 'ii ν Ho«ary of*DrMina,H...Eva Andrew*
Raise My Boy to be a
car.
Song—"I "
May

joang daughter.
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Mr. «ad Μη. C. H. Bounty οI Sonnet
TtM Mtnttnl Show.
Lars· and Bathaafautk CoaferMC·•
gueeU at J. 0. Hayoe·'.
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itrel show put on Thursday and Frldaj oxroro OOUNTT BOYS ΘΑΤΗΒΒ IN THU1ι
Mr·. Carl Muoo and
daughter of
evening· under the auspices of Peril
Auburn are guetta at S. W. Mason'a.
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the Domestic Science

Put into a
in the above.
any
smoking hot frying pan without both
grease. Turn several times unlil
Comsurfaces are seared and brown.
plete cooking at lower temperature.

Prepare

BKKF BOAST (BIBS).
Trim off any
as above.
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ragged portions but do not remove the
fat. Place In pan, arranging to have
larger cut surface exposed to the direct
The part witb tbe
heat of the oven.
greatest surface of fat should be placed
uppermost to do away with the necessity
of basting. Place in a very hot oven,
maintaining this temperature for fifteen
or
minutes, then lower the heat

Prepare meat
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Carpet Department
Congoleum Rugs and Carpets.
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room

in the house.

Our line of 1915 Wall

Papers

exhibition and ready for inspection.
We have exercised much care in their selection and, as a result, harmonious color combinations and suitable designs can be found
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request.

We invite you to call.

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
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modern hardware store of

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris,

Maine.

of

Tough

Meat*.

HAM BUBO 8TKAK.

MAINE.

We have patterns suitable for every

as

and cover roaster. Continue roasting,
allowing from fifteen to twenty minutes
to each pound according to the abape of
cut and degree of cooking desired.

Congoleum Rugs
We have added to

common.

of Tender Meet*.
Department of the
Approximately 100,000,000 feet of lum(From
University of MalneJ
ber have been out on the Kennebec and
ita tributaries, tbla paat winter. Half of
BBOILKD STEAK.
tbia will so to tbe aaw mille along the
one
least
See thmt the meet le cot at
and the remaining half to the pulp
river,
a
witb
clean
inch in thloknesa.
Wipe
mill*.
fat.
of
exoeas
damp oloth and trim off
Tbe New England Home for Little
Broil over live coal», or under gas, turn·
ing each half minute for three minute·, Wanderers (Bouton) la to have a branch
after which complete the cooking at a office in Waterville to be opened May 1.
lower temperature, turning every minute About 960,000 la need every year for the
The total time required varies aupport of the home and a certain part
or two.
from eight to twenty minute*, according of tbia money oomee from Maine and
to the thlokneae of the steak and the will be need here.
to a
degree of cooking desired. Bemove with
Mr. and Mra. S. T. Overlook of LiberSerre
hot platter and salt evenly.
have a reoord that la bard to beat.
ty
avoid
but
liked
sauce
a
of
anj kind
Mr. Overlook la 67 and bla wife la 01.
itaelf
meat
the
of
flavor
by
the
masking
and they have aeven grandchildren and
the addition of stronger ones.
Mra. Over-

Preparation

A. W. WALKER & SON,
PARIS,

J

Social club· and clubbouee· for men
Oamnoadnn on toples of Interest to the MMBse
of yoang,
I· souclte<l. Address: Editor HaaKim·' •re very common, bat a dab
Me women In Bath are
Co low». Oxford Democrat. South Part*.
fitting αρ ι olob- g
bon*», for tbeir own aie wnlob la not ao

PAN BBO'LED STEAK.

no
welded fence and has stood the test for years. It costs
so
which
fence
many
more than the inhuman barbed wire

|

Atout Um State.

2 lbs. beef.
1 tablespoon lemon juice.
1 tablespoon ohopped parsley.
1 egg.
12 tablespoon onion juice.
2 tablespoons melted butter.
1 teaspoon salt.

14 teaspoon pepper.
Grind the meat, add other Ingredients.
Shape Into small cakes and oook In trying pan witb small portion of suet.
MEAT LOAF.

3 lb*, of beef or veal.
1-4 lb. fat (pork or suet).
4 tablespoons water.
2 tablespoons lemon juice.
1 tablespooon salt.
1-2 tablespoon pepper.
1-2 cup soft bread crumbs.
1 egg.
Grind meat and add all of the above Ingredients. Mix thoroughly. Shape Into
a loaf.
Put a few tablespoons of water
around meat In the pan and several strips
Bake slowof bacon on top of the loaf.
ly two or three hours. Baste as needed.
SWIS8 STEAK.

weight and great weakness of every
portion of the organism; the food eaten
does not feed the disease ridden tissues and a state of starvation follows.
seven great-graodohlldren.
Thus α person, may starve even in the
lock baa no gray baira and baa earned
midst of plenty. Marked lose of weight,
over |200 knitting Infant hooda for a
while In seeming good health, ls<a posiNew Tork firm In tbe laat three yeara.
tive indication of some serious systemwhat
the
but
doubt
no
There la
earthly
ic disorder, which if treated in time
following could happen In Batb: A boss will prevent further loss of weight and
that one
aaid
of
the
oity
shipping
painter
and death.
of bla workmen waa one day apparently •vert starvation
alighting bla work and on Inveetigation
found that the man had negleoted to put
Printing a Coin on Linsn.
on hla spectacles.
Being told to mount
The print of a silver coin or medal
waa
tbem be did ao and an improvement
may be made on silk or linen by dipat once noticed in hia work, whiob from
the fabric in a solution of nitrate
ping
waa
entire
tbe
on
that time
for
perday
and stretching It over the
sliver
of
when
llaten,
fectly satisfactory. But,
is im''knocking off" time arrived the man face of the coin until the Image
found that both lenaea of bia spectacles printed. The linen is sensitized by dipwere in tbe oaae and he bad been doing ping It Into a solution of nitrate of
fine work with just the frames to im- silver, made by dissolving sixty or
prove hia eyesight!
eighty grains of nitrate of silver in
Will and Everett Look of North Jay one ounce of water. Wet the portion
reoently cut down an exceedingly large of the cloth which is to receive the
elm tree, whioh la worthy of special Impression In the solution, and when
mention. Thia tree waa 6 feet through
nearly dry draw it over the face of the
on tbe atump and 100 feet tall and three
coin and tie it at the back. Expose to
aa
trunk
tbe
from
cut
were
large loge
and in a few minutes the
The first log measured 1139 a weak light,
follows:
the coin will appear1
feet, tbe second one 1005 feet and tbe raised design of
These were cut out of the on the linen. As soon as the print is
third 1025.
tree takii-g It up to the flrat branches dark enough remove and wash in clear
and two loge were cut from the firet water. When nearly dry iron it smooth
limbs, which ecaled one 181 feet, and the with a warm Iron, placing α piece of
other 101 feet, being 16 loches in diatissue paper over the print In printmeter, maklog 3491 feet that tbe loga
from the coin or medal it is advisscaled. There was also a good cord of ing
to paste α piece of paper on the
able
on
wood In the limbs. This tree was cut
the silver will not
tlie meadow lot, which waa formerly reverse side, so that
kuown aa the Cyrna Fenderaon meadow. come In contact with the sensitised
Bath ie providing work for Emile van
den Eynde, a Belgian who was driven
from his home by tbe war and arrived in
Mr. Van den
Amerioa laat month.
Eynde is a carpenter and was working st
his trade in Jumont, Prance, at tbe beginning of tbe war. With the approaoh
of (he Germane into Northern France,
Jumont being near the border, be wae
forced to flee, firet to Norway, thence to
England and from there be came to
America. Hie wife is dead, and he left
a daughter with relative· in Belgium,
but now he does not know any of their
addresses as bis home and those of his
relatives were deatroyed when tbe GerMr. Van den Eynde has
mans came.
been given employment as general helper in tbe Bath Iron Works.

Pound flour into a piece of round
Season well and
teak on both sides.
oauie in very hot suet drippings until η
The Awful Waste of War.
good brown cruet is formed. Then add
(Portland Oregonlao.)
bufficient water to barely cover and simHow vast ie the work of supplying an
mer slowly (or an hour to an hour and a
half. It may be neceeeaty to add a liltle army in the field may be conceived from
Wbeu ready to th<· fact that in one month there were iswater uccaHionally.
sued to the British forces on the westeerve, there nbould be junt I'quor enough
milea of telephone
ern ba· tie front 450
to moisten the meat thoroughly.
wire, 570 telephones, 534,000 sandbags,
POT BOAST.
10,000 pounds of greaee for ehoee, 38,000
Use a cut from the round, rump or bara of eoap, 150,000 paire of eooka and
eboulder. Season witb salt or pepper 100,000 paire of ehoee, beeidee vaet quanThen brown en- tities of food, ammunition and medical
and dredge with flour.
Add a little bot aupplies. In ten daye there were given
tire surface in suet.
water. Cover closely and cook slowly out 118,160 fur jsaietcoata and 315,000
for several hours. Four hours is not too flannel belta.
These supplies were consumed by an
long for a four or Ave pound roast. VegLess army smaller than that of any belligeretable may be added if desired.
cookthe
meat
water may be added and
ent, except Belgium, Servla and MonteThe water around meat negro.
ed in the oven.
Tbey were eubjected to tbe
in either case should be kept below the hardeet poeeible usage, aside from actual
boiling point. The liquor around this destructioD-by shell, bullet or bayonet,
meat makes an excellent foundation for and would be worn out In a fraction of
the time whioh they would last in time
Uravy.
of peace. They were not used in proHUNGARIAN 00CLA8H.
ducing anything of value but were emSlice a peeled ouion and cook until
ployed in the prooeae of deatroying hua
add
Then
suet
brown io
which la
dripping·.
man life and material wealth
veal
lean
uncooked
and
a
half
of
pound
tbe eccumulation of oenturlee.
or beef cut into inch cubea and atir until
brown Put into a bakiog dish. SprinkOUR "JITNEY" OFFER—THIS AND
le with dour. Add a pint of stock or
5c.
boiling water, salt and pepper. Cover
Dm't rales thia. Cut oat this slip, enclosely and cook slowly in the oven.
Potato balls may be browned in the close five cento to Foley & Co., Chicago,
writing your name and address
frying pan and added to the meat when 111
Or the potatoes clearly. You will receive Id return a
it is about half done.
trial package containing Foley's Honey
may be placed on top of tbe meat and
More onion may and Tar Compound, for coughs, colds
cooked until tender.
The gravy may be and croup. Foley Kidney Pills and Fobe added if desired.
A. L. Clark
thickened and cream may be added be- ley Cathartic Tablets.
Drug Co., Norway.
fore serving.
■

MEAT, BEEF CBOQUETTE8
"Why are yon cheering so enthusiasti1 cup cold beef ground.
cally?" asked the friend. "The man
who got elected wasn't your choice."
Salt and pepper.
"He isn't my choice yet," replied Mr.
) egg yolk.
Orowcher. "I'm rejoicing because of the
1 tablespoon melted butter.
trouble I think he has ahead of him."
1 or 2 teaspoons onion juice.
2 tableepooos bread crumbs.
in
roll
Add ingredients to meat, shape,
"SLOWED UP" AT MIDDLE AGE.
dour, egg and crumbs.
Fry in deep fat.
The hard working kidneys seem to reIf meat seems dry moisten with stock.
quire aid soouer than other internal
organs. At middle age many men and
ESCALLOPED MEAT.
women feel twinges of rheumatism, bave
Into a bakiug dish put alternate layers
swollen or aching joints and aredistressand
or
rice
macaroni
cooked
of
chopped ed with
rleep disturbing bladder ailPour over it tomato
or ground meat.
ments.
Foley Kidney Pills are safe,
sauce.
Cover with butter crumbs and
and can be depended on to give
bake until dish is heated through aod prompt
relief. A. L. Clark Drng Co., Norway.
crumbs are brown.
LEFT 0VEB8 OF

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the

kind that you
it is just

a

are

CORN CHOW DEB.

proud to serve, whether

1 can corn.
4 cups potato cubes.
1 1-2 inch cube fat aalt pork.
1 sliced onion.
4 cup* scalded mil*.
INFECTION IN THE AIR
8 crackers.
Medical authorities agree that colds
3 tablespoons butter.
In some cities children
are iufectious.
Sait and pepper.
colds are barred from schools.
Cut pork into small pieces and try out; with
weather brings many
add ouion aod cook five minutes, stir- Spring's changing
cold". The quickest and safe way to
not
that
onion
often
burn;
may
ring
and cronp is to give
Parboil pota- stop colds, oougbs
strain fat into stew pan.
and Tar Compound. A.
to Foley's Honey
toes five minntes in boiling water
L. Clark Drng Co., Norway.
cover; drain and add potatoes to fat;
then add two cups boiling water; cook
"I was a fool ever to maryr yon!"
until potatoes are aoft, add corn and sobbed Mrs. Winks.
butto
add
then
beat
milk,
boiling point;
"Now, my dear," said Winks nobly,
ter, and crackers aoaked in enough cold "I cannot
permit you to take the blame
milk to moisten.
Turn chowder into
for that. It was I who was the fool for
tureen.
ever asking you. The mistake was not
CBEAM OF TOMATO SOUP.
yonrs, but mine."

cake you stirred up for the
a splendid big rich one for

family or
the birthday party.

Wonderful for pastry, too, and just as good
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther—a help in household economy
—because it is milled by a special process
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.

Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like
«ο »eii
Tell

Flour

William

WAGONS
FORD TRUCK BODIES
FARM

Having special equipment for all heavy work I can «ave you money on any
thing in Farm wagon line. I also carry in stock wheels, axle·, braces and othei

:

farm wagon forgings.
You will timi complete ont fits In stock and can meet your requirements 01
special order work.
I also carry in stock truck bodies for Ford Cars and boild truck bodies foi

other cars to order.

Δ.

M.

2 cups tomatoea.
2 teaspoons sugar.
1 toaspoon salt.
2 slices onion.
4 cups milk.
1-4 teaspoon soda.
t) tablespoon* flour.
0 tablespoons butter.
1-8 teaspoon pepper.
Scald milk with onion, remove onion,
Make into white sauce with flour aud
butter. Heat tomato, add soda and rub
through a sieve. Add tomato to white
sauce.
Seaaon and serve.
BAKED CUSTABD.

MILLET,

South.Paris, Maine

SHOP NEAR GRAND TRUNK STATION
Telephone

132—11

leJ7

FvERMSltf
H

ROOFING
w

"Did yonr playmate enjoy her visit?"
said a mother to her small daughter,
who bad just bidden adieu to a little
friend.
"Why, yes, mother, I think she did,"
replied the child. "I called her 'my
dear' very often in that dressy tone you
use when yon have company."

Recipes.

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

H—r

$1.60,-1.90,-2J36

per square

SOLD ONLY BY

DANGER TO CHILDREN.
Serions illnesses oftrn result from lingering congbs and colds. Tbe hacking
and coughing and disturbed sleep rack a
child's body and tbe poisons weaken the
system, so that disease cannot be thrown
off. Foley's Honey and Tar Conm pound
has eased ooughs, colds and oroup for
three generations; safe to use and quick
There is no better medicine for
to act.
A. L. Clark
cronp, coughs and colds.

Drng Co., Norway.
"Repair

tbe

4 onps scalded milk.
4 to β eggs.
1-2 cup sugar.
1 4 teaspoon salt.

work has oost me more than
machine." stormed the

original

physician.

"Repair work doe· pay better," said
the au'omoble man. "You find it ao In

your business, don't yon?"
Nutmeg.
And tbe doctor finally admitted tbat
Beat eggs slightly, add sugar, salt and
he did.
milk. Set baking dish In pan of bot
water. Sprinkle with nutmeg and bake
A SEVENTY-YEAR-OLD COUPLE.
in alow oven. Care must be
that
water

whey.

does not boil

or

taken
tho custards will

BOILED CUSTABD.

2 cup scalded milk.
3 egg yolk·.
1-4 cup augar.
1 8 teaspoon salt.
1-2 teaspoon vanilla.
Beet eggs slightly, add sugar, salt and
milk gradually. Cook In double boiler,
stirring until mixture coats the spoon.

Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Carpenter, Harrisfrom kidney trouble
for many years bot bave bee» entirely
cured by Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
"Although we are both In the seven1 lei

burg, Pa., auffered

thirty
vigorous
ago." Foley Kidney Pills stop
bladder
weakness, backsleep disturbing
ache, rheumatism and aching Joints. A.
L Clark Drug Co., Norway.
we are as

as

we

were

years

Employee—Mr. Brown, I should

like

to ask for a raise in my wagea. I've just
Prepare boiled oastard. Beat whites been married.
Employer—Very sorry, my dear man,
of eggs until foamy, add 1-8 teaspoon
ont·
cream of tartar and 14 cup sugar.
Beat but for accident· to onr employee·
aide of the ftotory we are not responuntil atiff and dry. Cook In
FLO ATI HO ISLAM I.

«I Dart M QwT

Starvation.
Wlftt 1» It? What occur·? What
t**t of the human mechanism fall·
flnt or last, when a person la deprived
of food for a certain period of time?
This Is what takes place: Daring starvation the body loses weight, the varions functions (walking, sitting up,
etc.) become weakA, the body temperature first rises, then falls, and death
40
supervenes after the loss of abont
per cent of the body weight The loss
la not equally distributed among the
various tissues, as the muscles and fat
lose the most, then the bones, skin and
liver, and (least of all) the heart, brain
and spinal cord. Some persons starve
without actually being denied food.
Certain constitutional diseases bring
on conditions which cause lose of

of glutinous secretion and
by degrees become embedded in a series of curious cells formed for them
In the skin. When the process is completed the cells are closed by a kind of

by

means

membrane, and the back of the female
toad bears a strong resemblance to a
piece of dark honeycomb when the
cells are tilled und closed. Here the
eggs are hatched, and in these strange

receptacles the young puss through
their first stages of life, not emerging
until they have attained their limbs
and cuu move about on the ground.
Over 120 eggs have been counted upon
the back of a single Surinam toad.

Cha·. H. Howard Co.

ECONOriY, SIMPLICITY
AND EFFICIENCY

"Gentlemen,

marks

that

widely read.

I Judge from your re
Mr. Cook's articles are
They will therefore conprinted in the Tribune.

retail 800,000 new Ford
1914 and August 1916.

said he.

New

any

more.—Judge.

Catalogne.

W; J. WHEELEK 6
South Parte.

CO.,

First class

MURPHY, Hatter and Furrier,
Lewiston, Me

At
house work

Spring· Styles.

Address,

sent free.

on a

with the

farm.

SOUTH PARI8

Dyspepsia Tablets
Indigestion
Chas. H. Howard Co.

The concrete trough lasts longest;

age-proof, leak-proof, rustsnd rot-proof. It slwsys
looks well, and keeps water sweet.

It Is

proof

Appleton

ALPHA CEMENT
THE GUARANTEED

PORTLAND'

makes everlasting troughs, wslks,
steps and all permanent improvements. It makes enduring con·
crete because it Is so strong—
guaranteed, in binding power, to
more than meet the United Stats·
Government standard. ALPHA
concrete work done around hers
shows the quality of the cement.

We rccommcad ALPHA mry time—
and we know all kiada of castas t. We

wta tall rou bow te usa it

i. B. COLE & SON
Me.

Designs
Copyright· Ac.

FOR SALE !
Cottage house and lot
Park Street, South Paris
Village ; house and lot, with
extra building lots, on Main
Street, South Paris, known as
the Hewett place ; also house
and lot at West Paris, known
on

the

18tf

at the

F.

Dudley

stand.

JAMES S. WRIGHT.

CHIMNEY fK STOPPERS

LORD,
expert

Watch-

maker with Bigelow,
Kennard & Co., Boston. That will fit.
All Work
Quaranteed.

A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.

OEM·,

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY*

With Hobbe' Variety Store, Norway. Me.

safe.

That

are

perfectly

If in need send fifteen cents

with size.

Get

one

by

next mail.

WM. 0. LEAVITT

CO.,

Norway, Maine.

Mtf

der>..f
.tri 1

1

m

»

jsa^sa^ffiiW^sas
free. Oldest a«enoyfor»e<ninngp*teDtj.

uclr.
it.·

uic

xx*l,

\it>

Orln B. Maxwell late of Swadt 1
tlr-t account presented for allowaniv
O. Maxwell, executor.

to

le

*.\r.ci·

I,

or

distribute ba

1

Krvlng

Maria M. Bycraon late of Vin·
cea»d; flrst accourt presented for
by J»me* S Wright, executor.

Ktltlon
I in his hands presented by K

of

.te
ei

\V. Ncott Bearce late of Hebron,
first account presented for sllowan·'·
M. ik-arce, administratrix.

-ont

1:

>-

executor.

Mary J. Went worth l «te of
ceased; llr»t account presented for
Elwin II. Wentworth, executor.

y

Betaey Β. 4·ηιηιηοη late
ceased; Urstand float account pi
lowatice by George l>. Gammon, n.
Abljah M. Paine late ■ 1
first account pre-, nto I for allowance
K. Staples, cxecutor

JOHN B. PIKE.

by

KlUha T. Boblnsoii late of Vn :■ >v
!
ceascd: iMitltlon for dn· appointment
A. Perkins or some other nilt i' 1.· 1 cr
1
mlnletrator of the i-stnte of paid
■tented by Chas. I. W. Robinson, br t

NOTICE.

The subscribers hereby give notice that they
hare been duly appointed executors of the la»t
will and testament of
MART P. HALL, late of Paris,
In the Connty of Oxfoid, deceased. AU person*
demands
against the eetate of said dehaving
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment Immediately.
AUGUSTUS S. THAYER.
April 20th, 1915. ORL \NDO A. THAYER

-uit
a-

«

pre-

■

I

ADDISON E.IIKRRH K, li
A true copy—Attest
ALItKRT I>.
17-19

PARK, lie.l-ler

nuTivt.·
The aubecr1l>er hereby gives m
has been duly appointed a-linlni-t
estate of
HANNAH H. Il VKMON, late
lu the Couoty of Oxford, 1er. a· :.
All perbonds an the law direct·).
demands against the estate of
are desired to present the nni
and all Indebted thereto are re m sicI
..

u
ν

/!··

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
-■·
administrator with the
has been duly
will annexed of the estate of
payment Immediately.
SETH BENSON, late of Parte,
CARRIΚ ! Ι'Λ Vl<
1913.
20th,
April
In the County of Oxford, decease I, ami given I
1719
All persona havlnx
bonds a* the law directs.
NOTICE.
demanda agnlnst the estate of aald iteceaaei'
are deal red to )>reaent the same for seulement
The subscriber hereby gives r.otl·.
and all Indebted theieto are re<|ueated tu I been
duly appointe·) administrât. I
make pavment Immediately.
of
20th. 1915. ALPHEUS D. ANDREWS.
CLARA D.STICKNKY, late of Itr
17 19
In the County of Oxford, decease·!. a
bonds a» the law directe. All persondemands
against the estate of said decc.
NOTICE».
PBOBATE
1
desired to present the same for settlemi
all Indebted thereto are requested to make
ro all person· Interested In either of the estr.t
ment Immediately.
hereinafter named :
April20th, 1915. CHAH LES O. STICKS
At a Probate Court, M Parla, In \aratlon,ln
17-1»
and for the County of Oxford, on the fourof
our
Lord
In
the
teenth day of April,
year
NOTICE.
The
one thousand nine hundred and fifteen.
The subscrilier hereby gives noli···· t: .it
follow Ins matter navlng been presented fur tin
!
action thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It U has been <luly appointed executrix of
will
and testament of
:
Ohdbuu>
hereby
.»f
Tarl
late
ALFRED A. PARKER,
That notice thereof be given to all persona in
terested by causing a copy of this order to b> IB Um County of Oxford, deceased
having demands against the eatau
published three weeka sueceaalvely In the <>x
:.
ford Democrat, a newspaper published ut South ceased are desired to present the in.··
w
Parts, In said County, that they may appear at a ment, and all Indebted thereto arc r>
Probate Court to be held at Rum ford, on the make payment Immediately
ELVIRA A. 1
April 20th, 1915.
second Tuesday of Ma,-, A. D. 1915. at 9 ol
1719
the clock In the forenoon, and be heard tbtreon
If they see cause.
NOTICE.
Lawrence Tucker 1st of Andover, decea*.
it te
ed; second and dnal account presented fori The subscriber hereby gives not!
·»-<
allowance by Kobert H. Oar liur and Alfred has been duly appointed executor
will and testament of
Cowdltch, executors.
JOHN I SAWYER, late of II· !.
içrn
ADDISON Ε. DERRICK, Judge of sail Court.
in the County of Oxford, decease !.
A true copy—attest:
«riw
All jicr·
bonds as the law directs.
w·»·'
16 18
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
lemands against the estate οι sai l
are desired to present the sauit fi
:ια*4
tied all Indebted thereto arc request'
NOTICE.
payment immediately.
1
fcK.
W
S
t
Κ
In the District Court of the United States for |
CH A RLE»
April 20th, 1915.
the District of Blaine. In Bankruptcy.
1719
In the matter of
) In
Wallace L. Hutchinson,
NOTICE.
Bankruptcy.
·'
of Canton, Bankrupt. )
The subscriber hereby Kit'·' notl. «
>-i
To the creditors of Wall.ce E. Hutchinson
been duly appointe 1 executor of ;..e
In the ConntT of Oxford and district aforesaid : has
and lc-lanicnt of
Notice Is hereby given that on the 24ih day of will
LY 1)1 A a. HAMMOND, ate of Paris.
1. All
Apr., A. D. 1915, the aald Wallace E. Hutchin- In the
County of Oxford. Iccow
and
that
son was duly adjudicated bankrupt,
demands aralnM tin estât*
the flrst meeting of his creditors will be held at hiving
··«»
t<-·
■-·m
are deslr· I <■> pr·
the office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, ceased
and al
South Parts, Maine, on the 19th day of May, settlement,
I'd to make pavmeir
A D. 1915, at 111 o'clock In the foreno n, at which
M...UO I. Clt '.*r
Λ μι 11 .«Otb, 1915
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
17 1.
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other business as may properNOTICE.
ly come before aald meeting.
The subscrilier hereby give- i. ·.·■
South Paris, April 21,1915.
.·: H' :*··'
been
has
duly appointed ex· utor
WALTER L. GRAY,
will and tesiament of
Referee In Bankruptcy.
17 19
'■
SARAH D. IlEsSKY. 'ale ..I H
>■
lo the County of Oxfonl, ilcce.tNOTICE.
bonds as the :aw direct·). Allpe··
m inds against the estate of r.r
In the District Court of the United States for th
desired lo present the same for
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
»
l'4'
all Indebted thereto are re.)
1
In the matter of
ment Immediately.
>D Bankruptcy
PEARL R. JORDAN,
ΙΛ*
:
\
M
RI
1915.
20th,
April
of Bu< kfleid, ISankrupt. )
17 19
To the creditors of Pearl R. Jordan, In Hit:
and
district
aforesaid
Oxford
of
County
<>·
Petition for ϋ * τ^·
Notice la hereby given that on the lTlh day
1
April, A. D. 1915, the said Pearl R. .Ionian In the matter of
the
first
and
that
was duly adjudicated bankrupt,
LAWRENCE M. LAVORtJNA In ankruptcr.
meeting of hla creditor· will be held at the
Uankrupt. )
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square. South
ι"·
Part·, Maine, on the 5th day of May, A. D. 1915, To the How. clarence Hale, lu
I'lstrt. t
triet Court of the United Stat·- f"i
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
of Maine:
aalil creditors may attend, prove their claims,
:u ",11'
·!
M. LAVORUNA, Of Ιί ι:'
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
Jlainf. m
Countv of Oxford, and St.it·
transact inch other buslneaa as may properlv
ι1··4'
•aid District, rea|iectfullv repr
come before said meeting.
'» »'!u·
the 2nd dav of January last pa-i,
South Pari·, April. 17,1916.
"D
·'
> <WALTER Ι.. Ο RAT,
adjudged bankrupt, under the t: ■' '·
In
IUnkmi««cv
Hrfnr**
to
Bankruptcy,
10 18
gress relating
.·.·
duly surrendered all his propert) · s» f
property, and has fully compile
STATE OF MAINE
requirements of said Acts and
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Count τ or OxrofD, as:
™*·;·
Wherefore he prays, thut lie mav
*
April 7th, 1915.
by the Court to have a full discliar.;·
Taken thl· seventh day of April, A D. 1915,1 debt*
e-tat*
his
against
provable
areci
D.
dated
A.
ttebls
execution
1915,
an
6Ui,
on
April
bankruptcy Acta, except such
Issued on a judgment rrndered by the Supreme
cepted by law from such discharge
Ί·'
Judicial Court, for the county of Oxford, at a
Dated this 23 rd day of April, A. D. 1
term thereof b gun and held on the second TuesLawrence M, Lavuiuna, It irLrupt.
on
the
twentieth
A.
I).
to
of
March.
wit,
1915,
day
ORDER OF NOTICE
day of March, A. D. 1915, In favor of Fred Goraian of Β the I, In said county, and against District op
Maine, se.
one
Thomas Po"le of Oxford, in said countv, for
'■"· «*'·
On thla 24th day of April, Α. D. 191V
bnudred live dollar· debt or damage, and ten
isIt Is—
ic
the
foregoing
petition, u
ha I
dollar· an eighty one rent·, coal· ut ault, and
π l·
heart
a
that
Iere<l by tne Court,
» '·
will be sold at public «uctlon from the front
on the 4th day of June.
the
same
upon
1
In
South
Part·
|:!"
at' p« of the county
-··'
ulMIng
l«fore Mid Court at Portland, In
village. In Part·, In aald countv. to (he highest 1915, at lu o'clock In the forenoon, un·' 'hat
bidder, on the eighteenth day of May, A. D. 1915, trict,
The oxford
In
be
notice
thereof
published
at one tMrty o'clock In the afternoon, the followsail IH.-trM,
a newspaper printed In
τ-ons
Idg d f cri be· real estate and all the light, tlt'e, Democrat, known
creditors, and otlor ; ■· an·'
and Interest which the said Poole ha· and bad In and that all
Un
said
the
at
and to the same on the sixth day of April, A. D. in Interest, may apjicarIf
why
have,
any they
ce, and show cause.
1914, at ten o'clock ami fifty minutes lu the foreshould not I*
prayer of said petitioner
noon, he time when the same was attached in
granted.
that
the writ In the md« ault, to wit :
't la further ordered by the Court, rred·
A certain lot or parcel of laud with the bul'd-j
known
the Clerk ahall send by mall to all
s i
In
said
of
situated
town
thereon,
being
Inga
copiée of aald petition ami thlsonlcr,
»*
Oxford, and bounded as follows, to wH: on the Bora
of residence
laud > t the heirs of the late William dresaeo to them at tnelr places

April

}

DEMOCRAT OFFICE.

Y5 years

k·

Klla J. ( orII,» late of Ilartf··r I,
p< tltion for'tn allowance out of peis··
presented by Alfred C. Corliss, wl low-

NOTICE.

V.

ti.ere-

.·

tr
noli

by Ned I. Swan,

.n

ι-

Annette Klinball Richardson.
Hlrain, decease 1 : will and petition 1
thereof presented by Herbert Moulto·
ecutor therein named.

Trade Marks

payment Immediately.
April 20th, 1915.
17-1#

over

room·

«m,

David G. Swan late of Woodsto.
an t petition for probate tlx

The aubscrtber hereby Rives notice that hu ha
of the
been duly appointât a mlnlstrator
estate of
RUTH K. CLEMON8, late f Hiram,
In tbe County of Oxford, deceased, ami «iven
bond· aa (he law directe. All |>ersone having
demande against the eetate of said deceased
are dealrcd to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto arc requested to make

Real Estate

as

GRADE PRINTING

bis

at

·.

Ned I. Swan or ru n
appointmentasofadministrator
w'.'h
able

17-19

be

1.
:■■■· f
v.
n

ed; will

for order

Rid I on'β grocery, Norway, Friday, May
28 b, and the laat Friday of each following month. Hours 10:80 ▲. u. to 4 p. m.

-u

F. Mason late of I!·

person
nexed presented

η

:·

therein named.

NOTICE.

Will

Λ·,

Abljah M. Paine late of Ox

OCULIST

|r

ceased; will and petition for pn< at·
presented by Emma A. Mason, u.e

YEARS'
EXPERIENCE.
00

handsomely Illustrated weekly. Larnst dr
ilatlon of any «eientiac journal. Term·. S3 a
•At i four montbi, f L Bold by all newsdealer·

DR. AUSTIN TENNEY

t! <,
n,7

υ

Benjamin C. Curtis late of Γ
ed; will and petition for probate 1'
eented by Alton C. Wheeler, the ev
in named.

sppolnted

Make a Concrete
Water Trough

ΐι,.,ΰ.

..tr

Jamea Ρ Grant late of Oxfur
will and petition for probate there·
polntment of Sherman Κ Οηι 1
11 lt-.il 1 le pereon as admlnl-ltatur
annexed presented by Sherman I
and hvlr.

Scientific American.

The Waterind Trouôh Everlastind

e uu··

ti

Jennet A. Rawion late of
ciastd; will and petition for
pre* nted by Carrie J. Raw-on,
therein named.

Patenta taken through Munn A Co. Γ·ο·1τ«
ixeial notice, without cbanr·, In tb·

ι

C.

Daniel A. Brook* late of I
Will and petition for probate t:
by Mary E. Brooks, the < χ
named.

Double Teams.

TILIPHONI 141-22
15-27

MOT It IV

To all bernons Interested In cither of t:.
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held ti Pari
for the County of Oxford, on the thl
of April, In the year of our Lor
•and nine hundred an I fifteen.
matter having been presented fo;
thereupon hereinafter Indicate I, It
Obdekkd:
That notice thereof Ικ> ^Iven to n"i
terested, by causing a co y f mlpublished three week» *uoc Ively I

ford Democrat,· newspaperpub':
Paris, In said County, tnat thi,> nu
Probate Court to lie he id at ai
third Tuesday of May, Α. I» 1
clock In the forenoon, and lx
they see cause.

Will Relieve Your

88-2

Telephone

HIGH

|

rnitce Moving and Job Worl

!

MAINE
ΟΡΕΒΛ HOUSE BLOCK, NOEWAY,

8onth Paris,

PBOBATK

Address, BOX 56,
Denmark, Me.

or

April 12,1315

Taken thl* twelfth day of April \ it 1...
on execution dated April 7tb, A l>. bir,
on a judgment rendered by the Supi,
iu ,<
1 toi Court, for the County of Oxford, a·
i,-m
thereof begun and held on the seci.wi τ
D.
of March. A.
1915, to wit. on ti<- tw ritlnh
1 (j'
■.<
day of March, A. 1». 1915,in fav 1
LlttU. field of Paris, In *ald Oxfor' 1
•gainst Reginald L. Cummlngs of f·»γ1
County, for forty three do'lar- and v.-i.t, ,,tt,
debt or damage and nine dollar» an nl:. 1. t.ine
cents cost·4 of (lilt, and wl'l I.·
.·.
auct'on ht the ofllcc of Walter
Purls Village. In said Paris, to the !
-t (/,.
der, on the 49th day of M.ty, Α. I» lvli, at la·
o'clock in the forenoon, the followti,.· :
rll*.|
real estate, and all the right, ill e
Interest
which ti e said Reginald !.. Cum< .n(ts ι;Μ
had In and to the same on the tw· 11 -:χ·) ,|.v
of September, A. D. 1914, at seven
k<c t.
forenoon, tho time when the san
on the writ in the same suit, to wit
A
1
orpircel of land with th
situated in said Paris, In tin· vi ·.
.? ρ4Γι|
IIIII, In said County of Oxford, an
.,·:«·!
follows, viz.—soutuerly by Mmoln
t,
:
erly by Trcmont StreU; n> tliei
merly of Jo«euh Murch and Ian
George Garland; and westerly 1 y
r.n.trly
of said Gariand and the o il
!;),
.·. J
being the homestead stand of rai 11 ν
now occupied by him.
JOHN A. Tin
16-18
Deputy Sheriff.

J

|

A. C. WITHAM.
Single

:

~

ccruic' ί

Panama hat·

WANTED !
A girl to help
once.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.

If You

troubled with heartburn, gaaes and
a distressed feeling after eating take a
are

$

<

Bankrupt's

'''·;

LAWRKNCE

—

rAJ

■

before and after each meal and.you will
obtain prompt relief. Sold onlyby ua»26o
Chaa. H. Howard Co.

Desirable

Residence

For Sale
in Buckfield

He Can't See
read.
•todies.
to

Interest la his «tadim snd

—

—

tillage and pasture, large house
stable.

Fine loca ion.

very reasonable.
lars inquire of Geo H.
terms

1

THEKEO*.

Ing

Village.

Known as the late Kimball Prince
Natarally he Is behind in his
FiU-U Spectacle* wonld give
Homeatead. Contains 18 acres

· new

—

Send for

gentlemen's

reblocklog, etc.

Style sheet

17-20

imitations, there is only one genuine
Ground Gripper, take no other.

him
Superior Skill.
toward school.
Wallle What*s tbe professor of obsrge hi· whole attitude
water. Drain and place on top boiled sible.
ouatard. Thla is delicious served with
mathematics making the fuss aboatf How abour your boy?
DON'T BE A "GROUCH."
fresh fruits.
Bert—He was Just short changed by a
RICHARDS
Many person· aoquire a réputation for banana peddler.—New York Mall
when
their
crankiness and gronchiness
"Why do you write artlolea on bow dispositions are not to blame. PeevishOPTOMETRIST
The Reason.
oheaply people can live if the? try?1'
ness, irritation, morbidness, biliousness,
lUine.
South
Pari·,
"In the hope of getting enough money melancholia moat often ar· the result of
Bllton (sternly)—Wbafs tbe reason
to avoid having to live that way."
so late when b«
mon
that
and
liver,
stays
yonng
torpid
digeatlon
impaired
make yon light, ! calls? Miss Bllton (demurely)—I an,
ι Foley Cathartic Tablet·
A. L. Clark papa.—Judge.
Thought and effort are tbe foundation cheerful and energetic.
on which good results are built.
Drug Co., Norway.

Simmering

work.

comfort and perfect satisfaction you
had better come here and be fitted
with Ground Gripper. Beware of

Real Publlo Spirit.
la old MUlionbux usually regarded
as a public spirited citizen?"
"Oh, deddedly 1 Why, I have known
tliat man to lend a big tract of land to
tbe city on the sole stipulation that the
dty should drain, grade and otherwise
Improve It and then band It back."—
Richmond Times-Dispatch.

lap

for cleansing,

Oxford, as

MAINE.'

—

WANTED.

Our sales are steadily increasing
on this line of shoe. We have them
for men and women. If you want

Cleee Quarters.
"Yes, for the past two months I've
been positively living within my income."

your

money Inmted
four own bo*.

Norway, Maine.

Ladies' and

GROUND fiPPÊRSHÔÊS

It 8afe.

One Detail.
He—Yon can't truthfully say I
haven't supported you in the style to
which you were accustomed.
8beYee, I can. You never hold me on

Be

South Paris, Maine

Bowker Block,

Hokus—Flubdub has been mixed u{
In a lot of shady financial transactions
and yet he is never caught. PokusTfcat'e just like Flubdub. I remembei
when we were boys and a tin can wus
to be tied to a dog's tail Flubdub was
always the fellow who held the dog.Ltfe.

York Timee.

no

at

MILLINERY AND LADIES' FURNISHINGS.

ocean

"Don't you feel rather cramped?"
"Cramped? Say, lend me $10, will
jron? I want to stretch myself."—New

Saturdays

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,

"You see. where tht

Playing

or

I4lf

August

Appreciated

Your Call will be

,wk,
tuck.

Athkrton Furniture Co.'s

«^_New Ideas

Shapes^-

/roir

WANTED.
man to learn the furniture I
Apply in person on Mon·

lotf

some

the water is steam heated and therefor very much warmer than the places
where no steamships pais."—New York
Tribune.

husinesx.

day*

MILLINERY!

puzzled. Finally
Alexander, a bright little lad of seven
years, volunteed this original explana-

big steamships pass through the

A young

MAINE.

We have all the correct

Couktt or

· ( I ·

lac···
^9,4
Γ- the Inter »ο«»
tile· «*« l«£« *°"r
You hive
nliry.

lHlC«»T*'l»«fic4 P»CliiC T»*CO.
V. bo* 1*0. New Υοβκ Citt

Car

SOUTH PARIS,

Τοαι^^

II

_·!«»■·■·

_

Virr.

RIRLEY & FLETCHER

teacher.
The children were

places,"

between

cars

sl/^ ί\»Χι

..

ON DISPLAY AND SALE BY

A 8teamhe»ted Ocean.
▲ fourth year class was beginning
the study of ocean currents.
"Why is the ocean warmer in some
places than it Is in others?" asked the

"Became it is steam heated in

WALTER !.. OKAY,
Referee in nankruutcv
South Pari*. April 17,1915.
K lé

Bit thine*. Send ·** penphle».

$490; Runabout $440; Town
Car $690; Coupelet $760; Sedan $976,
f. o. b. Detroit with all equipment.

Touring

tinue to be
Good morning."

tion:

Liber

paid.

Makes the Ford a universal utility. A utility
because it serves everybody—doctor, farmer,
salesman and banker. In every business, or as
and
a pleasure car, the Ford proves reliable
economical, Low first cost—$60 less than last
with 'the
year, and the plan of sharing: profits
reasons
are
buyers—and low upkeep expense,
and
serve
why it pays to own a Ford. They
at
sell
we
if
in
share
profits
save.
Buyers will

An Anecdote of Greeley.
▲ call wus οiice made by a dozen
noted artists of the Academy of Design in 1870 on Horace Greeley. Mr.
Clarence Cook, then tbe art critic οt

the Tribune, had been saying things
about the academy exhibition which
caused the Tenerable chiefs of that
establishment to boil with indignation.
One day a committee went down to
the Tribune to complain. Mr. Greeley,
having listened in silence to whut these
gentlemen had to say, looked up from
his desk, a twinkle in his eye, and
said, with his peculiar nasal falsetto:

eucii'otter

meeting.

STATE OF

ing act of insubordination occurred
when the regiment was quartered ut
Wrexham, and one âne summer evening after mess the officers were strolling about smoking and enjoying the

from being drummed out—London Express.

forenooJ'

it which time the aald creditor* may *u*i ·'
prove their cWmi, appoint a trustee tt
uni ne the bankrupt, and transact
business a* may properly come before sali
1

»· with
I HICtM ·(··■ Ml
B.ktof Pov*a>.
■itrtct,. u4
Croccitcs. Γ

An Irreverent Goat
The Welsh fuslleers were presented
by Queen Victoria with a goat which,
after several yeurs of exemplary conduct, fell into bad ways. Its culminat-

fresh air. The colonel stooped down
to push in the end of his trousers strap,
and the goat which happened to bo
close by, found the temptation IrresistHe charged fiercely and butted
ible.
his commanding officer against an adjacent wall with euch force that both
his eyes were blacked and his face
By this eswas otherwise damaged.
capade the goat earned the title οt
"the Rebel," and only the good record
of his early years of service saved him

Bankrupt

'■
of BrownBeld, Bankrupt )
To the creditor* of Kelvin A. Harder. int*»
bounty of Oxford an<l district aforesaid
Notice to hereby given that on the 17tii ,1».
*pril, A. D. IMS. the said Melvln a. II»»·!,,.
FM
duly abjudicated bankrupt, an I tut
;he lint meeting of his creditors will be i.eM u
he office of the Referee, No 8 Market -.m»,/
South Pari·, Maine, on tlie 5th .(ay of 'y
k. D. 1915, at 10 o'clock In the

wffl do the triek and makeyoufeel fine.
We know this poetiyely. Take out
Sold only by us, 10 oent·.

fabric.

A Remarkable Toad.
The toad of Surinam, Dutch Guiana,
1· very remarkable In one respect It
first awakes to life while on its mother's back. When the eggs are laid the
male takes them in his broad paws
and contrives to place them on the
back of Its mate, where they adhere

notice.

[> the District Court of the United state» f«,
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy
Id the matter of
)
MELVINA HAYDEN,
In

Tbal h whal lot ci people kefl o·.
fon^ifrthwrhowela only need deaariiig.
*

in|

and

Price and

For particu· '

foregoing

Κ

north by

the east by the Little Androscoggin
Judge
Hertey, own·1 C.Cole;
Wltneaa the Ho*. Clarence IIalk, I'ort·
the south by the former homestead of
river;
the seal thereof, at
the west by the road lead- of the.aald Court, and
A.J. Holden; and
of April,
24th
day
the
on
Vermont.
District,
In
aald
Property lag fr Oxford village over Al:en Hill,
er, St. Albans,
^nd.
real A £j, 1916.
calied. to Norway village, being the
JAMES K. HEWKY,Clerk,
will be shown by Fred A. Taylor, estate eonveyed to aald Poole by Dora M. Buia
ι true copy of petition and order thereon.
Ju·.]
on
on

Mated.

on

so-

η

Buckfield, Maine.

of sold

U-U

Oxford.

same

JOHN A.

TITUS,

Deputy Sheriff.

17-19

Atteat:

JAMJM K. HEWXT, Clerk.

